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Laker, Tiger
bands notch
overall titles
in contests

lied weekend

Murray, KY 42071

Lights mil camera ...fun!
Hickory Woods makes
second video to coincide
with making of calendar

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
It was a successful Saturday
night for Murray and Calloway
County's two high school
marching bands.
Both the Calloway County
High School Laker Band and
the Murray High School Tiger
Band claimed overall crowns at
competitions
in
Paris,
Tennessee and
Mayfield,
respectively.
Calloway claimed first place
in Class 3A at the Henry
County Marching Invitational,
then was .notified that it was
leaving the Volunteer State with
a sweepstakes trophy as it outlasted runner-up Caldwell
County. That marked the Laker
Band's first overall title of 2015
after overall runner-up finishes
at Madisonville and the Festival
of Champions at Murray State

By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

"We had a good night," said
Calloway instructor Dr. Derek
Jones, whose outfit recovered
nicely after the Tiger Band
edged it by just half a point at
FOC. "After last week, where
we had come that close to winning it, I thought the kids
pushed a little harder in practice
this week, probably harder than
if they had won it, so they were

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times photos

ABOVE: The Queen of Hearts,
played by Alegra Jones, left, plays a
round of poker with Seven Dwarfs
members Micki Chapman and
Frances Roberts, right, Thursday
during a shoot for the annual
Hickory Woods Calendar video at
the Murray senior living facility.

•See Page 2

avthe4the ozai

LEFT: Ursula, played by Lesa
Eckert, shows off her "Legs" as she
dances to the ZZ Top classic
Thursday, while Snow White
(played by Shirley Richardson, second from left, tries to maintain order
with, from middle, The Beast (Ewing
Stubblefield), Prince Charming
(Eugene Wagner) and Robin Hood
(Hubert Stroud).

Who should not revere you,
0 King of the nations? This is
your due. Among all the wise
men of the nations and in all
their kingdoms, there is no
one like you.
Jeremiah 10:7

They liked it so much, they
just had to try it again.
And so last week, residents
and staff at Hickory Woods
Senior Living in Murray went
in front of the camera - video,
that is - like they did a year earlier. Only this time, where their
still-popular "Staying Alive"
film was done purely in the
name of "trying something
new," this year's video is being
made as a sister act to the center's annual Hickory Woods
Calendar, now an anticipated
tradition.
"We saw it this time as looking like a party after all of the
shooting was finished," said
Hickory Woods Executive
Director Annita Peeler, who
watched the action unfold,
mainly in the rear patio area of
the center."We did 12 different
pictures, of course, for,the calendar (for each month of the
year), and 1 think we ended up
doing 10 different scenes for
the video, not counting some
little pieces (Oakwood Studios
photographer) Ken Andrus has
been putting together during the
photo shoots this year."
Last
year's
production
revolved around one song "Staying Alive" by the Bee
Gees. This year, though, several tunes are being included,
such as "I'm a Believer" by The
Monlcees, "Queen of Hearts"
from Juice Newton and -It's
Raining Men" by The Weather
Girls.
Then there was the scene created for the ZZ Top hit "Legs,"
featuring
relatively
new
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Eggners Ferry concrete pour
prompts lane restriction today

Second pitch competition
comes to Murray Oct.6
By JOHN WRIGHT
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Staff Writer

Friday's Kentucky Innovation Network Pitch
Competition in Murray will be the first oftwo such activities in about two weeks in the town.
Where Friday's event at Pagliai's restaurant allowed
contestants 10 minutes to present their ideas to judges,
who just happened to also be investors, the Oct.6 event
sponsored by the Delta Entrepreneurship Network, will
trim that time limit down to just three minutes. That
activity is scheduled to start at6 p.m.in the Curris Center
Ballroom at Murray State University.
"That'll go a lot faster for sure," said Daniel Beighle of
Murray, whose strike sensor vest for his Bulwark live-

JOHN WRIGHT (Ledger & Times

II See Page 5

Michael Snyder of Kirksey prepares to piece
together the optical ferrofluid cell he pitched
Friday in Murray.

Special to The Ledger
A contractor for the Kentucky Transportation
Cabinet plans a lane restriction on the U.S.68/KY
80 Eggners Ferry Bridge at Aurora today.
This lane restriction, starting at 9 a.m.,is to facilitate pouring of concrete on Pier 4 of a new bridge
that will replace the current structure that carries
traffic over Kentucky Lake between Marshall and
Trigg counties. This lane restriction with alternating flow controlled by flaggers is expected to be in
place about eight to nine hours today.
•
This concrete pour requires one-lane traffic on
the existing bridge to allow deliveries of concrete
to the construction site.
Motorists should use appropriate caution where
equipment, naggers, and construction personnel
are along the roadway in close proximity to traffic
flow. Some delays are possible in the work zone
during the movement and placement of equipment.
•
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WEATHER
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TOMORROW

82
61
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64
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percent chance of showers. Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 61. North wind
3 to 7 mph.
Partly
Wednesday:
sunny, with a high near
76. North northeast wind
around 8 mph.
Night:
Wednesday
Partly cloudy, with a low
around 56. North northeast wind around 6 mph.
Thursday: Sunny, with
a high near 78. North
northeast wind around 6
mph.
Thursday Night: Mostly
clear, with a low around
55. Eat northeast wind 3
to 5 mph.
Friday: Mostly sunny,
with a high near 79. East
northeast wind 3 to 5 mph.
Friday Night: Partly
cloudy, with a low around
58. Northeast wind 3 to 5
mph.
slight
A
Saturday:
chance of showers and
Mostly
thunderstorms.
sunny, with a high near
wind
Southeast
74.
around 5 mph.
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Daly Forecast
The National Weather Service
Monday: A 20 percent
chance of showers after 10
a.m. Partly sunny, with a
high near 82. Light east
southeast wind.
Monday Night: A 20 percent chance of showers.
Mostly cloudy, with a low
around 64. Light east
northeast wind
Tuesday: A 40 percent
chance of showers and
Mostly
thunderstorms.
cloudy, with a high near 82.
Calm wind becoming north
northeast around 6 mph in
the afternoon.
Tuesday Night: A 20
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JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Times

The Calloway County High School Laker Band's musicians
had the competition looking up ... at them ... Saturday in taking the sweepstakes title at the Henry County Marching
Invitational in Paris, Tennessee with their "Out There" show.

JOHN WRIGHT / Ledger & Time

The Murray High School Tiger Band was not joking around al
the Graves County Invitational Saturday. winning the granc
champion title with its Batman-themed routine "The Last
Laugh."

III Laker, Tiger bands notch overall titles...
From Front
going down there with something to prove. Of course, when
you put that uniform on and you
see the other bands, that does
something for you and we don't
back down from any competition anyway."
For the second straight week,
Calloway, with its futuristic
show "Out There," also had to
deal with the elements. During
its preliminary round at MSU,
the Laker Band was the only
outfit to deal with a torrential
downpour, yet it had emerged
with the overall lead that day in
spite of the challenge.
Saturday night, it rained again
on the Lakers.
"It wasn't as bad this time,
though," Jones said. "We did
have problems with our electronics, but, like they did at the
FOC,the kids did a great job of
working right through it.

Fall on the Farm

JOHN WRIGHT/ Ledger & Times photos
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"They really like this show
too. You can tell when a band is
enjoying the music it plays, plus
I think good bands are going to
perform with everything they've
got no matter what, even if it is
raining like that.
"Now,obviously, we'd like for
Mother Nature to give us a little
help going forward."
Meanwhile ih Mayfield, the
Tiger Band stayed perfect on the
season as it claimed its third
overall title in as many outings
this season, while also claiming
the Class IA title. Along with
the Graves and FOC events,
Murray High also took the small
class overall title at Martin,
Tennessee.
"We had a hard week of
rehearsals coming off FOC and
we really talked about maintaining focus, and obviously all of
that paid off," said Murray High
instructor Tim Zeiss."What was

big for us this week is that we it could draw the leadoff spot as
were able to learn our final part well.
"That is traditionally the hardof our routine. We've had it in
time to play," said Zeiss,
est
this
but
the works all season,
was the first time we've actually whose band seemed to improve
brought it out in a competition, from the previous week's leadand we're going to keep work- off effort. That was good
enough for fifth in the FOC preing to get it better from here."
That last piece takes the lim. "We just take it week by
Murray High show "The Last week. It was good to do well out
Laugh" to a little more than of that spot this time, though."
At Paris, Calloway also
seven minutes in length, Zeiss
Best Percussion and
claimed
said.
"Yeah, when we won FOC,we Best Field Commander in Class
didn't have our whole package 3A, as well as High Music and
in place, so we're feeling pretty Marching Effect honors overall.
At Mayfield. Murray High
good about things right now," he
claimed Best Guard in IA.
said.
Jones said Calloway will now
Zeiss also said he liked the
fact that his group had the duty take two weeks off from compeof being the first band on the titions before returning to action
field Saturday. which marks the on Oct. 17 at South Gibson High
second straight time that has School in Medina. Tennessee.
happened. He said he believes Murray High heads to Princeton
this will help prepare the Tiger Saturday for the Caldwell
Band for the postseason, where County Invitational. MI

•Hickory Woods video...

Meg Robinson, 10, of Murray, above, puts finishing touches
on the artwork for a pumpkin she colored Saturday during the
12th annual Fall on the Farm activity at Murray State
University's Pullen Farm. Meanwhile, below, Lydia Smith, 4,
and her brother Luke, 18 months. enjoy the Corn Pit Saturday,
The event is hosted by the MSU Hutson School of Agriculture
and features a variety of booths, including barn slides, pedal
tractors, pumpkin painting and much more.

months into her tenure at YouTube and everyone I know ing of camaraderie that seems to
(Vicksburg, arise from this activity, as well
home
Hickory Woods. "You know? back
employee Lesa Eckert as "The I'd never-.seen the calendatie***Hippi—,to 14.1),W-3Qitas
as well as the increase of self
Little Mermaid" character before I got here, but I'm seeing see me on it. Most of my family esteem, particularly for new resUrsula the Octopus. On a day how the residents really get into 'is from Mississippi an d idents who might be arriving
full of laughs from the antics of it.
Louisiana and they told me how under rather tough circumthe performers, this one seemed
"I think it's great and I'm much they enjoyed it last year.
stances.
to receive some of the most rau- happy to help them out with
"Now they get to see me
"They've seen so much sadcous response from those wit- this."
again."
ness in their lives. They've seen
nessing the shoot as it featured
Peeler said all of the fun the deaths of loved ones and
This marks the second video
Shirley Richardson as Snow appearance for Stroud. who everyone had this year and last
friends, they've had to move
White trying to keep Ewing helped create the anchor year with the video provides a
away from their homes, they
Stubblefield (as The Beast from moment for the first video with necessary outlet, particularly for
can't drive anymore. It's nice to
"Beauty and The Beast),Eugene partners
and the residents involved.
Wagner
watch them really be able to
She said the times spent in
Wagner (Prince Charming) and Stubblefield as they dressed in
themselves.
enjoy
Hubert Stroud (Robin Hood) suits and gave their best John front of the video or still camera
"We feel we have a duty to
the
reinforce
past
helps
Andrus
with
danced
the
to
Ursula
as
controlled
Travolta impersonation
purpose of the center in the first help make that happen here too.
them.
Bee Gees' smash.
"We do what we can to help place - providing as comfortable and that this is why God has us
"I actually work in the kitchen
here so this is a little different them because they're so good to and enjoyable a place to live out here. I know I feel blessed that
He has put me in this position,
from what I usually do every us," Stroud said. "What's really the final years of one's life.
"It does so much good for because I just enjoy being with
day," Eckert said after making great about doing this video is
her film debut, nearly five that it's on Facebook and them."Peeler said of the feel- these people."•

From Front

Pope Francis wraps up joyful US visit with big open-air Mass
Please support the...

j. American
7..F)Red Cross
•ti.21
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Every Donation Brings Hope

PHILADELPHIA(AP) — Pope Francis urged
hundreds of thousands of the faithful gathered
Sunday for the biggest event of his US. visit to
be open to "miracles of love," closing out his
joyful six-day trip with a message of hope for
families, consolation for victims of child sexual
abuse and a warning to America's bishops.
The wide Benjamin Franklin Parkway overflowed with the jubilant, who stood in line for
hours and endured airport-style security checks
to see history's first pope from the Americas celebrate an open-air Mass in the birthplace of the

United States.
The Mass — the last major event on Francis'
itinerary before the 78-year-old pontiff took off
on the flight home to Rome — was a brilliant
tableau of gold, green, white and purple in the
evening sunlight of a mild early-autumn day.
Riding through the streets in his open-sided
popemobile, the pontiff waved to cheering,
screaming, singing, flag-waving crowds and
kissed babies as he made his way to the altar at
the steps of the columned Philadelphia Museum
of Art. With a towering golden crucifix behind

him,Francis told his listeners that their presence
itself was "a kind of miracle in today's world,"
an affirmation of the family and the power of
love.
"Would that all of us could be open to miracles
of love for the sake of all the families of the
world," he said to the hushed crowd spread out
along the tree-lined boulevard.
Crowds a mile away fell silent during the
Communion part of the Mass. Some people
knelt on the paving stones at City Hall, a few
blocks from the altar.•
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2015 Ford Focus
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new 2015 Ford Focus!
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Regular checks urged to prevent combine engine fires
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Special to the Ledger
As the seasonal harvest of row
crops gets into full swing across
the state, Kentucky Farm
Bureau reminds farm workers to
keep their combine engines
clear and well-maintained
before firing them up and heading out to the field. Combine
engine fires, while usually
avoidable with regular upkeep
and cleaning of these essential
machines, are both dangerous
and expensive.
The risk of combine fires typically increases in drier conditions, during warmer afternoon
temperatures and under the daylong accumulation of crop
residue from harvesting. Across
the nation combine and tractor
fires have been estimated to
cause up to $20 million in property damage annually, plus millions of dollars more in lost
labor time and crop loss. Even
more concerning is that nearly
50 people a year are injured during these fires, occasionally
resulting in death.
Before taking a combine out
for a long day's work of harvesting crops this fall, operators
must be sure to:
Have a clean machine.
Approximately 75% of all
equipment fires start in the
engine compartment,so keeping
a combine's engine clear and

Special to the Ledger
Murray State University's
Hutson School of Agriculture
gained statewide exposure on
Sept. 2 when Dr. Tony Brannon,
dean of the school, was interviewed by Mike Feldhaus for
Kentucky Farm Bureau's Across
Kentucky broadcast.
KFB's Across Kentucky periodically checks in with agriculture schools to see how their
programs are benefiting students
and agriculture statewide. Inithe
Hutson School of Agriculture.
Murray State offers hands-on
experience by allowing students
to work with the MSU farms, in
the agriculture industry and with
agriculture alumni. These realworld experiences make students more employable when
they enter the job market after
graduation.
"I talk about getting an education instead of just a degree.
For those students who come in
and get active in our clubs and
organizations across campus and
in agriculture and [who] get a
good internship, the job market
is wide open" Brannon said.
The Hutson School of
Agriculture has more than 250
freshmen this year, bringing its
enrollment to over 1,000 students, Brannon noted.

ON
'con,

The school of agriculture
offers 10 undergraduate majors
including agricultural systems
technology, agronomy and veterinary technology.

sources, keep a close eye on
the parts that are naturally hot like the engine, exhaust system
and electrical connections - and
ensure they are in top condition.
In addition to engine fires, it is
common for leaky or worn components like the manifold, muffler and turbocharger to run

To listen to the broadcast,

extra hot and ignite flammable ble if extinguishers are mounted on the flames if possible, but only as
materials
they
contact. the combine, but only after the the operator is able to do so safely.
Malfunctioning fuses, circuit engine has been turned off. Having A cell phone or radio should also be
breakers, wiring, switches and a second fire extinguisher at the used immediately to call for help,
other electrical parts must also ready helps in case the first one mal- especially when operating in isolatbe addressed swiftly with the functions or has lost its pressure, ed locations. Local tire departments
dealer or manufacturer. Arcing and having them in and having them will respond quickly and help
electricity between bad compo- in dual locations ensures one is reduce the overall damage of the
nents or wires - especially if quickly available no matter where fire.
As Kentucky's farmers seek to work
near flammable materials kicked the
quickly and efficiently while bringup from the combine - can ae fire originates.
In the event a fire does break out ing in their crops during the long
quickly start a fire.
Equip combines with a 10-pound while operating a combine, and if weeks ahead, regular inspections
ABC dry chemical fire extinguish- the operator can continue to safely and maintenance of their combines
er. Or better yet, two - one in the drive it without risk of personal and other equipment remain essencab and another where it can be injury, it should be steered toward a tial. Kentucky Farm Bureau urges
accessed from the ground. Despite clear area to reduce the further risk everyone to keep personal safety
following preventative measures, of starting a field fire and losing and property damage reduction the
sometimes fires do still occur. crops in addition to equipment. Fire number one priority this fall. II
Putting the fire out quickly is possi- extinguishers can be used to put out

http://kyfbnewsroom.com/acros
s-kentucky-september-2-20IS III
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Farm workers are urged to be diligent about cleaning and maintainance of farm equipment.

Murray State's school of agriculture
gains statewide exposure
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This blower is very reliable.
has good power and is
pretty darn tough "

FREE
WOODSMAN

MS 271
FARM BOSS

$39995
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"I have owned other saws in
this class and the MS 271
has the best power-to-weight
ratio that I have owned.'
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clean of dust, plant residue, trash
and other flammable material is
crucial. This area should be
cleaned at least daily, but more
frequent attention may be
required during periods of heavy
use. Compressed air can be used
to blow out dust and chaff, and a
high-powered pressure washer
can blast away grease, oil, fuel
spills and other flammable
residues. Keeping the engine
clean also allows it to run cooler
and more efficiently, further
reducing the risk of a fire igniting from excess heat build-up.
Be diligent about daily
inspections and maintenance.
Timing is everything when it
comes to farming activities, but
skipping the daily inspection,
cleaning and maintenance of
equipment like a combine when
in heavy use isn't worth the
associated risks just to get back
in the field sooner. Carefully'
examine wiring, fuel lines,
hoses, belts, fittings and bearings to identify worn parts,
leaks, cracks or other damage
that can lead to a breakdown or,
worse yet,fire. Replace or repair
any parts that don't pass inspection and follow the manufacturer's recommended schedule for
lubrication and maintenance.
Go to the source of the heat.
While combine fires can be
sparked by a variety of heat
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MWC Garden Dept. to meet

Carolyn

The Garden Department of the Murray
Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Oct. 1, at 1
p.m. for "Penny Pumpkin Gingle," a trip to the
Penny Store. Hostesses are Marlene Beach and
Janet Dees.

Carolyn
2015 at Si

ALS Cookbook available
"Cook Up a Cure" is an ALS fundraising
cookbook with over 400 recipes from family
Datebook and friends of Team Brad. All proceeds go to
Martha
support the Kentucky ALS Association. The
Finney Andrus,
cost is $15 and may be purchased by contacting
Community
Barnett
at
DeAnn
editor
DeAnn@l'homtonMarble.com or the books are
available at the Medical Arts Pharmacy.

Brain/Stroke Group to meet
The Murray Stroke/Brain Injury Support Group will meet
Monday, Sept. 28, at 5:30 p.m., at the Murray-Calloway County
Health and Wellness Center classroom. Jennifer Taylor and Liliana
Ferrer will present a program on "Health Rhythms Group
Empowerment Drumming."

Pet photos needed

}.Mr. and Mrs. Dwain Richerson in 1965
Dwain and Diane Richerson of Hazel.
Kentucky, celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary on Aug. 14,2015.
They were married on Aug. 14, 1965 at
Hazel Baptist Church with the late B.R.
Winchester officiating. Their witnesses
were Betty Paschall, sister-in-law of the

Mr.and Mrs. Dwain Richerson in 2015

bride and Glenn Richerson, brother of the
groom.
Mrs. Richerson, the former Diane
Paschall, is the daughter of the late Glenn
Edwin and
McKellar Paschall. Mr.
Richerson is the son of the late Ralph and
Mary Richerson.

They have two children, Melissa Farmer
and husband Chris of Murray and Edwin
Richerson of Hazel. Their two grandchildren are John and Jason Farmer of Murray.
A dinner, hosted by their children, was
held at Patti's in Grand Rivers.

Volunteer training to be Thursday

Annual Murray State University
Homecoming provides fun-filled weekend
Special to the Ledger
With Homecoming Weekend
at Murray State University just a
few weeks away, anticipation in
the Murray State community is
building. Following the Racer
tradition, floats will parade
downtown, Tent City will make
its annual debut and Murray
State royalty will grace Stewart

By Ann= Peeler

We are still exhausted from our
Friday and Saturday yard sale. It
was a lot of hard work but well
worth it. We made $1000 for the
Alzheimer's Association Walk in
Paducah! We had so many people
who donated items to sell, baked
goods and those who just donated
money for the cause. Thank You
to everyone who helped us! Also,
a great big thank you to Jenise,
Mitzi, Linda and Lana for all
their hard work at the sale!
Our book club met this week
with Cindy and she brought us
some wonderful pumpkin cookies. We enjoy our book club and
are appreciative to Cindy who
takes her time to be with us.
There was no slowing down
this week because we shot our
new video. We practiced some of
our dance moves during our exercise classes. I guess you could
say we've been "in training". We
think we did pretty good (maybe not always together on our
moves) but still good. We are
"seasoned" models and actors
now since this year will be our
9th calendar! We hope this video is as good as our last year's
"Staying Alive" video. And we
think everyone is going to love
our new calendar that will come
out November 21st. Of course,
we decided to shoot the video on
one of the hottest days we've had
in a while. We all sweated and we
were exhausted after we finished
but we think it will be worth it.
We appreciate John Wright and
Lauren Moore from the Ledger
for coming out and spending part
of the afternoon with us. Our
hard work is done and now the
calendar and the video is in the
very capable hands of our fabulous photographer, Ken Andrus.
We can't wait to sec the finished
product! But for the time being
we are going to rest up and see
what Jenise and Mitzi have lined
up for us next week.
We have two birthday folks
this week, Opha Spiceland and
employee Michelle Hicks. Happy Birthday you two and many
more!
54 Utterback Rd. • Minn, 10
Phone: (2701 7544700

Stadium's field.
Campus is buzzing in preparation of a weekend of fun activities for all ages. The festivities
begin Thursday,Oct. 8,and conclude Saturday, Oct. 10.
Alumni, students and community members can expect timeless
Homecoming favorites, all
masked with a superherothemed twist.
The weekend kicks off with A
Taste of the Arts, an alumni dinner and auction dedicated to the
arts at MSU.

Murray
Peddlers Mall

BOOTHS
AVAILABLE
8x10 $120/mo.
10x13 $175/mo.
We take ONLY6%
ofsales!!
City Business License Required.

Call for more
information.
270-759-2106
**Ask about booth specials.**

Following the dinner, alumni
will gather for a Swingin'
Memories Dance on Oct.9 from
8-11 p.m. in the Curris Center
Stables. Under the direction of
Dr. Todd Hill, the MSU Jazz
Orchestra will feature big band
hits from the 30s, 40s and 50s.
Admission is free, but donations
will be accepted for Murray
State's department of music
scholarships.
MSU's Division 1 women's
volleyball team takes on Eastern
Illinois on Oct. 9 at 7 p.m., followed by SIU Edwardsville on
Oct. 10 at 7 p.m. The defending
OVC champions take on their
opponents at Racer Arena.
Activities continue with the
Homecoming
Parade
on
Saturday, Oct. 10, beginning at
9:30 a.m. Everyone is invited to
admire the decorative floats created by various MSU and community organizations as the
parade heads down Main Street.
The annual Tent City event

The Humane Society of Calloway County invites everyone to
support animals in need by featuring their own pets in the Society's
full-color 2016 Pet Calendar. Twelve photos will be selected for
special "Pet of the Month" placement and every photo submitted
will appear on a date square somewhere on the calendar.
Photographs may be submitted by emailing digital photos or by
mailing or delivering photos to the Humane Society, P.O. Box 764,
Murray,KY 42071 or 607 Poplar Street. There is an entry form and
Society's
website
on
the
Humane
more
details
www.ForThePets.org or call 270-759-1884. Photographs must be
in the Humane Society office by Wednesday,Sept. 30. All proceeds
support the programs of the Humane Society of Calloway County.
Calendars will be available at the Humane Society's Bazaar and
Bake Sale on Nov. 7.

will follow the parade, bringing
together student and Greek
organizations, residential colleges and Racers across the
country inside the walls of
Stewart Stadium. The MSU tradition began in 1989 with only
eight organizations. Twenty-six
years later, the event hosts more
than 50 tents that feature about
100 organizations.
Saturday afternoon offers visiting alumni a chance to watch
as the Racer football team takes
on Austin Peay State University.
Racer I will be there for the 3
p.m. kick-off. The 2015 MSU
Homecoming King and Queen
will be crowned at halftime.
Other Homecoming events
include the Alpha Phi Alpha
Miss Black and Gold Pageant,
the Campus Recreation 5K,and
an open house at Pogue Library.
For a full schedule of
Homecoming activities, go
online at racerahunni.com.

Ladies of Murray Country Club
The Murray Country Club lady golfers participated in regular play
on Wednesday, Sept. 23, with Judy Muehleman as hostess.
The winners were: Championship flight - Terri Pickens; First
flight - Susan Doran and Second flight - Marcia Beam.
The chip-in winner and low putts was Doris Cella. The nine-hole
winner was Lashlee Foster.
Wednesday, Sept. 30, will be regular play with a twist. Golfers
will be lined up on the tee. Play begins at 9:30 a.m. with Terri
Pickens as hostess.

GER
&TIMES
Is looking for a self-enterprising, full-time

NEWS REPORTER
Applicants should be personally engaging, confident in their writing abilities, be strong time
managers and quick, creative thinkers. Nights, weekends and travel are all part of the job. Applicants
should also have a strong eye for design. A knowledge of programs such as Quark XPress, Adobe
Photoshop and InDesign is a must. Experience with a DSLR camera - and associated hardware - is
also strongly advised. The Ledger is seeking applicants with a bachelor's degree in journalism and
an understanding of Associated Press style. Applicants will need to be able to preview a variety of
content and edit media advisories received from the university on a daily basis. Our readers expect
strong, local coverage year-round.

Send resumes to mdavis@murrayledger.com or editor@
murrayledger.com. Attach clippings of your work, which can include
designs and/or photos(should be formatted appropriately).
PDFs and web links are also acceptable.
Pay is hourly and based on experience. The Murray Ledger & Times is an equal
opportunity employer. Questions or comments can be directed to 270-753-1916.

Volunteer training for Calloway County Middle and High
School will be Thursday, Oct. 1, at 9 a.m. or 6 p.m. at Calloway
County Middle School. Please attend the time that fits your schedule. The training is required annually for anyone planning to volunteer within the school district. For more information, contact Kym
Hopkins, volunteer liaison with CCSD at 270-762-7410.

Crutcher/13arrow reunion to be held
The Crutcher/Barrow family reunion will be Saturday, Oct. 3,
from 10 a.m. until 5 p.m. at the Canton Fire Hall, KY 68/80, west
of Cadiz. A potluck meal will be served. For more information,call
Mary Hilda Barrow at 270-522-3967 or Wanda Beasley at 270-7611934.

Make A Difference Day to be Saturday
The Murray-Calloway County community will host its 103rd
Make A Difference Day,Saturday, Oct. 3,from 9 a.m. until 1 p.m.,
at Roy Stewart Stadium,on the campus of Murray State University.
Paper and cardboard of all types will be collected. The Lions Club
will collect eyeglasses and the W.A.T.C.H. Center will collect aluminum cans. Court Appointed Special Advocates(CASA) will collect cell phones and West KY Mentoring Inc. will have a bin for ink
jet cartridges. Clothes will be collected for Angels Attic and the
Kiwanis Club will have a bin for shoes. The Murray City Police
Department and the Calloway County Sheriff's Department will
combine efforts to take in prescription drugs in original containers.
Plastic and glass will also be taken, as well as bins provided for
used motor oil. Books will once again be collected for recycling to
benefit Community Education. Gently used sports gear and equipment will be collected for the "Game Ready" initiative and wheelchairs and walkers will be taken for a local church mission outreach
project. The Shredder will be present an will shred up to 50 pounds
of documents for free. Old TVs will be collected for $5 per TV.
Batteries will no longer be collected.

Horner to present concert
Eric Horner will present a concert to benefit Murray's Soup for
the Soul on Saturday, Oct. 3, at 6 p.m. at First United Methodist
Church. A reception at Soup for the Soul will follow.

TOPS meeting Tuesday at FCC
Murray Chapter #616 of TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) will
meet Tuesday, Sept. 29,from 9-10 am. at First Christian Church.
Please enter at the lower level rear door. Visitors are welcome. For
more information call Judy Freeman at 270-206-1768.

Celebrate Recovery to meet
Celebrate Recovery is a 12-step Christ-centered recovery meeting program for anyone who struggles with hurts, habits or hangups. Meetings are held every Tuesday night from 6:30-8 p.m. at
Hope Harbor Church, Kentucky 94 E. For more information, call
270-753-6695.

SPGUMC offers storytime/dinner
South Pleasant Grove United Methodist Church offers a
Preschool Story Time and Supper on Wednesday evenings from
5:30-7 p.m. Preschoolers, ages 3-5, will be served supper and
entertained with stories, games, songs and play time. The program
is designed to enhance reading readiness and is available to children in southwestern Calloway County and Hazel. Parents may eat
with their children. For more information, call 270-492-8357.

Bingo to be held Tuesdays at KoC
The public is invited to Bingo Night, held every Tuesday at 6:30
p.m. at the Knights of Columbus,332 Squire Road. Please note the
building is a non-smoking facility. For more information call Kevin
at 270-293-7061.

Storytime Tuesdays offered by church
Immanuel Lutheran Church, 100 S. 15th St., offers Storyt, ime
Tuesdays from 9:30-11 a.m. for children from birth to 5 years of
age. The event includes music interaction, snacks and crafts plus a
coffee bar for moms, grandmothers and caregivers. Call 270-7536712 for more information.

West KY Mentoring seeks donations
West KY Mentoring needs your used ink jet/laser cartridges.
They recycle them and use the money to provide activities for the
children and mentors in their program. Call 270-761-5744 for more
information.
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Carolyn S. Craig, 86,of Murray, Kentucky, died Friday, Sept. 25,
Hattie Nellis, 74, of Murray, Kentucky died Saturday, Sept. 26,
Agnes Cothran Paschall,92,of Hazel • Kentucky died Fnday,Sept.
2015 at Spring Creek Health Care in Murray, Kentucky.
2015 at Spring Creek Healthcare & Rehabilitation in Murray
25,2015 at her home.
She was born on Dec. 12, 1928 in Takoma Park,
She was born March 16, 1941 in Poland to the
She was born Nov. 9, 1922 in Golden Pond. She
Maryland to William Russell Sheets and Margaret
late Walter and Anna Pozdyn. Originally from
worked in food services at the Westview Nursing
Elliot Sheets. She was a retired junior high school
Lockport. Illinois, she worked as a bartender at
Home in Murray and was a member of the Hazel
economics teacher in North Chicago, Illinois and a
Ballengers. She was a member of the American
Baptist Church.
member of the First United Methodist Church in
She is preceded in death by her husband,
Legion and Veterans of Foreign Wars and was of
Murray and the Togetherness Sunday School Class.
the Catholic faith. After leaving Lockport, she
Adolphus Paschall, and one son, Joseph Lee
She was also a member of the Delta Kappa Gamma
moved to Murray in 2011.
Paschall.
Sorority in Murray and the Illinois Teachers
In addition to her parents, she was preceded M
Surviving are two grandchildren, Joseph Paschall
Retirement System. She received the Daughters of
death by one son,Jimmy Nellis Jr.; one brother,.10e
and wife Kim of Hazel and Carrie Ann Brown and
American Revolution Good Citizenship Pilgrimage
Pozdyn; and two sisters, Marry Buchannan atid
husband Earl of Burbank, California; three great
Neffis
Award.
Helen Lem.
grandchildren, Jonathan Paschall, Kaci Paschall,
In addition to her parents,she is preceded in death
She is survived by four children, Jeanie Lindscy
Anna Brown; and one daughter-in-law, Kathy
by one sister, Jean Gordy and one brother, William M. Sheets.
and husband Cliff) of Murray, Jeff Nellis of South Carolina, illy
Paschall of Murray.
She is survived by her husband, Everett L. Craig, to whom she
There will be a graveside service at 3 p.m. Wednesday, Sept. 30, Nellis of Vermont and Justine Burke and husband Tim 'of
was married on December 22, 1951 in Zion,Illinois; one son,James 2015 at the South Pleasant Grove Cemetery near Hazel.
Romeoville,Illinois; two brothers,John Pozdyn and wife Martha of
R. Craig and wife Janet of Glen Carbon, Illinois; one sister-in-law,
In lieu of flowers, expressions of sympathy may take the form of Citrus Heights, California and Edward Pozdyn and wife Patricia of
Donna Sheets of Winchester, Virginia; three nieces, Ruthie Lee of donations to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Hospice, 803 New York; seven grandchildren and nine great grandchildren.
A private memorial service is being planned for a later date.
Edgewater, Maryland, Jeannie Labbee of Daphne. Alabama, and Poplar St„ Murray, KY 42071.
Imes Funeral Home and Crematory is entrusted with the arrangeDebbie Willis of Burtonsville, Maryland; and two grandchildren,
Imes Funeral Home and Crematory is entrusted with the funeral
ments.
Ellen G. Vogel and husband Luke, of St. Louis, Missouri and arrangements.
Online condolences are available at Imesfh.com.
Dianna L. Craig of Glen Carbon, Illinois.
Online condolences are available at imesfb.com.
Funeral services will be held at 11 a.m., Wednesday. Sept. 30,
2015 at the First United Methodist Church in Murray with The Rev.
Rick Dye and The Rev. Jim Stahler officiating. Burial will be in the
JOHN WRIGHT /
Ledger & Times
Murray City Cemetery.
Visitation will be held from 5-8 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 29, 2015 at
the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Visitation will also be held
Steve Gough of
Wednesday, Sept. 30, 2015 from 10 a.m. till the Funeral hour at the
Murray shows
church.
off the water filExpressions of sympathy may be made to The First United
tration system
Methodist Church, 503 Maple St., Murray, KY 42071 or to The
that is designed
Salvation Army National Headquarters, P.O. Box 269, Alexandria,
to not only filter
VA 22314.
water but also
Online condolences may be left at www.thejhchurchillfuneralpre-coo air conhome.com.
ditioner comJ.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
pressors, thus
allowing for
higher efficiency, during
Friday's second
annual
Kentucky
Innovation
PHILADELPHIA(AP)- Pope Francis wasn't the only person to
Network Pitch
drink from the glass of water he used during his speech to Congress.
Competition at
An enterprising Democratic congressman from Philadelphia also
Pagliai's restautook a sip.
rant in Murray.
U.S. Rep. Bob Brady, a Catholic, told the Philadelphia Daily
News that as the pope left the chamber Thursday, he headed to the
lectern to grab Francis' drinking glass.
Brady said he took it to his office and had a drink. So did his wife,
Debra, and two staffers, he said.
"How many people do you know that drank out of the same glass
when it comes to entrepreneur- Angel Investor Network, which Kirksey, whose optical ferrofluFrom Front
as the pope?" Brady asked.
The congressman said he also invited fellow Catholic and action gaming system won ship," Daniel said, noting that consists of investors throughout id cell that allows for the view1,300 business- the commonwealth and beyond ing of actual magnetic fields
Democrat U.S. Sen. Bob Casey of Pennsylvania into his office. Friday's event and a $1,000 the KIN helped
year. which pro- who closely monitor prospec- wowed judges and audience
last
start
es
Casey, his wife and his mother dipped their fingers into the water, first-prize. "Plus this was my
duced $785 million and created tive entrepreneurs who, in turn, alike.
first time to pitch like this, but I
Brady said.
jobs for 6,500 people through- reach out to them for advice and
"The best way to get better at
Brady said he used a bottle to save the rest for his four grandchil- enjoyed it. I definitely want to out Kentucky.
assistance.
is to do it over and over
this
sucpercent
dren and his great-granddaughter, saying he would bless them with maintain that (100
"In our area alone, we had 350
"We also host investor calls, again," said Snyder, who said he
I
but
on,
here
from
rate)
cess
it.•
businesses established, which where somebody can actually go has probably pitched the idea 13
know that's going to be tough."
to $36 million and online (through
amounted
Go To times over the last five years.
Beighle said something that
jobs," she added. Meeting.com) and a person can
new
600
helped prepare him for Friday,
"I've been all over, but I've got
and probably will again for Oct. "We're all about networking, be talking to as many as 70 to admit it's kind of nice being
6, was assistance from the which gets these people with investors at a time. With that, we here in my area this time.
Kentucky Innovation Network their ideas access to service get to be the first movers on
"All I had to do today was
Office in Murray, which actual- providers. We can help you plug these, and I love that, because wake up, watch TV for about an
into that."
are Kentucky companies trying
CENTER LINE, Mich.(AP)- A man with an apparent case of ly worked with every competitor
hour, then come on into town to
"We're interested in how to make it big.
event.
the
for
ready
them
get
to
arachnophobia caused a fire at a suburban Detroit gas pump by putthis. Still, though, when it is
do
invest,
to
need
we
money
much
'That's why I work closely
Loretta Daniel is the director
ting a lighter to what he says was a spider near his fuel door.
hometown, 1 think it's
your
is,
team
leadership
your
who
Loretta."
with
WJBK-TV reports Saturday that he escaped injury and his vehicle fo the Murray office which is what the opportunity is and how
And one message Daniel gave tougher to do this here than it is
of MSU and also partsuffered little damage,but the gas pump was destroyed. A clerk shut based out
said
that,"
of
to the competitors Friday was somewhere farther away where
ners with the Kentucky Cabinet I make money off
off the pump from indoors and called the fire department.
a
as
served
who
they probably don't know you.
Brewster,
John
Development.
short but simple - keep trying.
The motorist can be heard on the surveillance video at the Center for Economic
competition
Friday's
for
judge
"There's a little more pressure
west17
the
this
covers
heed
to
office
sure
That
person
One
Line station asking: "Is that a spider in there?" The video then
poputhe
after
patterned
is
that
think."
comthe
ernmost
I
of
counties
of
Snyder
Michael
is
advice
shows flames erupting along the car's side, the pump and the pavelar "Shark Tank" show on ABC.
monwealth.
ment.
Brewster is also a member of the
more
the
of
one
we're
"And
The man darts to safety and later uses a fire extinguisher to put out
Advisory Board of the Kentucky
country
the
in
states
aggressive
the flames. A spider is not seen.
•
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Spokeswoman: Singer Eddie Montgomery
loses 19-year-old son following accident
NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) - A spokeswoman for Eddie
Montgomery',one-half of the country duo Montgomery Gentry,says
the singer has lost his 19-year-old son.
Spokeswoman Alicia Jones said in a statement that Montgomery's
son, Hunter, died Sunday after an accident that had him on life support in a Kentucky hospital. Jones told The Associated Press in an
email the details of what happened are being withheld "until the
family is ready to release further information."
Montgomery said in the statement that he appreciated the prayers
from fans and for "giving us privacy as we grieve and say goodbye."
Montgomery Gentry' has had hits including "Something to Be
Proud Of," "My Town" and "Gone." The duo won CMA Vocal Duo
of the Year at the Country Music Association's awards in 2000. III

Estate Sale - 2nd Release
LOG HOME KITS
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Hattie Neills

Agnes Cothran Paschall

AMERICAN LtX5 HOMES IS ASSISTING LIQUIDATION
ACCOUNT SETTLEMENT ON HOUSES
OF NEWLY RELEASED ESTATE &
DEIAVERY
3 Log Homes selling for BALANCE OWED.FREE
OWED 517,000 *
BALANCE
540,840
Carolina
• Model 5 101
-BALANCE OWED $14,900 *
• Model 5 202 Topeka $34050
BALANCE OWED 522.900 *
• Model 5 203 Georgia 549.500MANUFACTURED
BEEN
NOT
HAVE
HOMES
• NEW • Make any design changes you desire!
Building Blueprints & C'onstruction Manual
• Comes with Complete
BBB
not included
Roofing
and
Doors,
Windows,
•
A+ Rating
DELIVERS
FOR
LIMIT
TIME
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•
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Investments Since
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Dow Jones Ind. Avg..16.114.367+ 11335

HopFed Banc*-_____.11.93 - 0.02

Air Products _____.__127 63 1.83

IBM

145_37 + O.%

Intel

28.81 + 033

.114 71 - 0.29

Apple .
AT&T,Inc.

3233 + 0.22

Kroger

36.11 + 0.15

BUJ.

35.68 + 0.63

Mattel

22.63 + 0.03

Bank of America
Briggs & Stratton

_15.90 + 035
1938 --

McDonaids
Merck

738+0.29
.... ...... 49.62 - 097

Bristol Myers Squibb

60.26 - 1.54

Microsoft

43.92 + 0.01

Caterpillar .

64.99 - 0.81

JCPenney

.9.43 + 0.10

Chevron Texaco Corp

77.74 + 0.85

PePsko• EnC

93A8 + 1.01

Yahoo

29313 - 0.21

Pfizer.

31.89 0.81

Dean Foods
Exxon-Mobil

__._ 17.62 - 0.08

Regions Flaaadal ___ 9.08 + 0.16

7325 + 0.52

Sears Holding Corp._ 2.4.67 .0.37

Ford Motor Co......-.13.53 -0.12

Time

General Electric __._ 24.94 + 0.03

US Bancorp...-..--_ 41.68 + 092

Glaze Smith Kline._.-_ 38.47 • 033

Anthem

Amazon

141.96- 5.10

524.25 - 9.50

Goodyear Tire & Rubber....29.73 + 034

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (L-R):
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270.753.3366 I 800-444-1854
Hours: 800 a.m.-5:00 p.m. M-F

11111.11,wa •NW WORM Ns OM I mph wctinwl I ANkni Maim mblik WOO& WM FOC NMI t&O
W.L twit 11.0 I Wwtir rflif FM& & WINES
lIP omens t5 ice von sewer *rod two JJ.8 I
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Murray Let

CLASSIFIEDS

CLEAN

LAWN SE
CLASSIFIED AD RATES

Call

LAN DSC.
MULCI

Call

LEAF RE]

Nicki Peach

$8.50 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
r Al! 3 Arts Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide)
I INA \I)-.

Murray Ledger & Times
Classified Manager

$8.25 First Day - 20 words or less - Over 20 words $SO each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
.35 extra for Smart Saver (Mon. Classifieds go into Smart Saver
The publisher inaintains the right to reject or edit any submated matter

for all your
classified needs

Keine Klessig

FREE EST

Murray Ledger & Times
Circulation Manager

CALL

K

52

for all your
Circulation needs
'Handyman

•Yard V

•Pressure 1

ace n Ad Or Yard Sale Call (270) 753-1916, email classified@murrayledger.Com or
office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.-Office Hours: Monday-Friday 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. • Fax:(270)753-19
Help Wonted

Invitation to Bid
Notice is hereby given that the Calloway County
Fiscal Court will accept sealed bids for surplus real
estate. Bids will be accepted until 10 a.m. on
lliesday October 20, 2015 at which time they will be
opened and read aloud. All bids shall be clearly
marked on the outside as SEALED BID and
submitted in writing only to the Calloway County
Fiscal Court, 101 South 5th Street, Murray,
Kentucky 42071. The bids will be opened in the
office of Larry Elkins, County Judge Executive,
Calloway County Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky.
Tb obtain legal descriptions as recorded by the
Calloway County Property Valuation Office and a
bid specification form, contact Larry Elkins,
Calloway County Judge Executive located at 101
south 5th Street, Murray, Kentucky 42071.

Murray CPA firm has an opening for a
Staff Accountant with a minimum of
two years tax season experience.
A CPA license is preferred but not
required.
Applicant must possess excellent
communication skills, be proficient in all
Microsoft office products and work well
both individually and in a group.
Please send resumes to:
P.O. Box 1040 M
Murray, KY 42071

Assembly Workers &

Are you an Individual that loves
working with your hands and
building a quality product?
If so, please email:
',smith inf-grp.com
or call 270-767-2518
Infinity Group is an equal opportunity employer.
Post offer drug screen and
background check required.
HILLDALE Apartments
now taking applications
for Maintenance.
basic knowledge of
repairs, painting, and
some groundskeeping,
knowledge of minor
plumbing and electrical
a plus. Apply in person
64 Hilldale Lane #301
Hardin, KY 42048,
EOE
KY Lake Oil Company
is seeking to fill a convenience store manager position in the
Mayfield/Murray area.
Competitive
Salary
plus benefits. Flexible
hours, ability to multitask and supervise
people are required.
Send Resume to: 620
South
4th
Street,
Murray.

Larry Elkins
Calloway County Judge Executive

ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers are requested to check the first
insertion of their ads for any error. Murray
Ledger & Times will be responsible for only
one incorrect insertion. Any error should be
reported immediately so corrections can be
made.

-41-413'
I

ikt ui

0111 Lit

Isstk

!RIM

IX2
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY $100.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(270) 753-1916.

LOOKING for housekeepers. Apply in person at Best Western
1503 N 12th St. No
phone calls please.
NOW hiring all restaurant positions. Apply in
person. Pick up application at 1901 HWY
641 N. Interviews will
be held Mon-Tue the
28th and 29th.
TAKING applications
for equipment operator/
CDL driver. Apply at
2033 Outland School
RD. Murray, KY.
090
Domestic & Childcsn

I
Online or In Print '
Super Cleaning
mu 9
exic.
Do you need your
house cleaned top to
esror all I bottom?
ger
Give
me a call. 731-336ates!
sour u
3891. references available.

ER
MS

Rest of KY/TN
(Purpeor & ouchinan)

3 mo.--.440.0(1
6
1 yr...-...-.-$120.00
Check

140

'ANTIQUES", gas, oil
& soda signs, pump,
military. Call Larry 270753-3633

......455.00

WOOD burning fireplace insert in good
270-227condition.
8627.

All Other Mail
Subscriptions
$75.00
3 am
6 mo.
$96.00

Money Order

Visa

Wrecked, running and non-running

Dr. Kevin Adams

Camp Septic Cleaning of ilfurrav
Residential & Commercial
753-9224 Nick McClure-Owner
Thank you for your business!

WARD-ELKINS
605 [South 121h St

(270) 753-1713
160
Home Furnngs
Formal Cherry Dining
room Table, Chairs and
Hutch with custom
pads. Used 3 times.
270-43E$2000.00
2590
180
Lawn &Gordon

&OVA dyecl/Double-groun
Convenient in town location!
Hours: Tues-Fri 8-4, Sat8-12
512S4*

La

111TRANswoRID
.....,,,,,......,

320
Apartments For Rent
1 OR 2br apts. near
downtown
Murray.
Lease and deposit
required.
270-7534109.
2BR, 1BA duplex. 270753-0259

YOUR AD CAN BE
HERE
CALL NICKI
270-753-1916

Name

3BR furnished lake
home. No pets.
References required.
$900/month Coleman
RE 270-753-9898
Very nice 38R home.
Appliances and carport.
No
pets. •
References required.
Coleman RE 270-7539898

Public Sale

Hours:
Mon, - Fri
8:00-4:00
Saturday,
8:00-12:00

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY
270-705-4859

720 S. 4TH ST.
Cones 4121S.& Gtendale,
& 10x15's
(270) 436-2524
PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
*Inside climate control
storage
*Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
*We sell boxes!
*We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600.

DUPLEX for rent, all
applances. Call 270767-9948
NEW apartment in
Hazel. $550.00/mo.
plus deposit all utilities
included.
270-4928211

Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916

NICE
2
bedroom
Duplex, appliances NO
pets, 1yr lease. 270227-7414
Retail or Office
Space

1E31 Supplise

For online subscriptions go to:
murrayledger.com
a

i

firliLl
ake Property

2.6 Acres Lake Fron
on Cyrpress Creek
4BR, 2BA with Full
Basement Like New
Condition. Stock 2.5
Car Garage. Carport.
All
Driveways
&
Walkways
Paved.
$439,900
270-2934602

New 2-4
Bedroom homes In
RIvertield Estates
SBG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

Motorcycles & ATV's

3,700 square foot corn
mericial building to
rent. $1,600 a month.
South 4th at. Murray,
KY. 270-759-4979 or
270-293-0251

Zip

winsunse NS'r
ncraie Esi
*Member Of

279-436

FRAM
TR
SERV

Ron Fr.
(270) 227
(270) 474

War

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266

lcal Prop For Rent

City

P
Tait Morin

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

E

St. Address

*lama anpn
•4490.7 ef A

Call NICKI PEACH
at 270-753-1916 and place your ad today!

2BR, 1BA in North
county. Newly remolded, new refrigerator,
stove, W/D, Dish washer. Dead end street, 1
year lease. $700. 270226-4243 or 731-3634829

109-B N. 3rd Street
1,100 SQ. FT
(Formerly The Red
Bug-retail shop)

M/C

•MOWii*Mitia.

Dean E. Cherry, Managing Director-270-978-9946

AiAsp,
ReMOd

DERIS R

2BR Cabin near lake.
$250 a month plus
deposit. 270-978-2271.

J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE
MOBILE homes for
rent. Apply at Riviera
Courts.

308 S. 12th
Murray

*Eyeglasses
Contacts
759-2500
'Eye 0459856?
murrayeyecarccom

KEY RECYCLING
1990 STATE ROUTE 121 SOUTH
270-759-9694

2BR 1BA. $550/month
and deposit. 270-9780742

270-753-8964

State

Eyecare Specialties

BUYING, BUYING, BUYING
autos, batteries, and all aluminum

NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts.
We accept Section
8 vouchers.
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts.
902 Northwood Dr
Monday,
Wednesday, Friday.
Phone 270-759-4984.
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TDD a 711

Want to Buy

Local Mail

3
6 mo.
6
1 yr.....-$105.00
1

LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES

LAWN tech needed.
Call 270-978-7157

THE Murray Ledger & Times considers its sources
reliable, but inaccuracies do occur. Readers using
this information do so at their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein are
believed to be reputable, The Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its employees accept any
responsibility whatsoever for their activities.

Home Delivery

jUSINESS & SERVICE DIRECTEI

Houses For Rent

The Calloway County Fiscal Court reserves the
right to accept the highest and best bid or reject any
and all bids, and to waive technicalities.

'\

Nice, Large, Duplex
2BR, 1.5BA, large uttli
ty, with WiD, garage
$725/mo. $725/dep
Lynn Grove 270-227
1743

Manufactures In Murray Area.

All costs associated with the transfer of the property
will be the responsibility of the successful bidder
(which is in addition to the bid amount) and the
seller will not be responsible for any of these costs

' •,\,
\
I

For Rent

He Wanted

Infinity Group is hiring for

This property will be sold by quit claim deeds. Seller
makes no warranty regarding this property or title
thereto. Proposed bidders are encouraged to perform
title searches to determine if there are any
easements, deed restrictions, or defects in the title
Further, perspective buyers are encouraged to
inspect the property as the seller makes no
warranty or claims regarding this property's fitness
for any particular use.

Gary 2704

060

060
Legal
Notice

'Home R

Obedience
DOG
www glendhenmere.co
270)436-2858.

ATV
2013 Polaris
Sportsman 500 HO. 67
miles on the odometer,
11.7 hours of usage
with accessories. Like
new condition. $4,900.
270-206-1996
Auto Pads

USED TIRES
14. 15. 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

Call 753-5606
Used Cars

530
Services Offered

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured

All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric.com
S.J.I property maintenance. Light handy
man work, indoor or
outdoor. Will do landscaping. Will never turn
down a job no matter
how big or small! Plus
we clean gutters and
pressure wash homes
and driveways. We are
licensed and insured.
270-705-8427

LW' Fit/MUT

Hill Appliance
Repair
Serving
West Kentucky
Jason Hill
(270)226-0194
Service on all
major brands
Licensed & Insured

DRYWALL & painting: 436-5141 A-AFFORDno job too big or ABLE Hauling. Clean
small.Handyman serv- out garages, gutters,
ices as well. Free esti- junk & tree work.
mates. Call Logan at
Office
HOME and
270-293-0404.
cleaning. Reasonable
YEARRY'S Tree and prices. Availability for
Lawn Servicelicensed weekend and evening
and insured. Free esti- cleanings. Call today
mates. 270-436-2562, for a quote. 270-227270-226-4504
0055

A.G.S. Well &
Irrigation
Well Drilling

Gil onion,Illoctrical Contractors, LLc

We//Pump Service

Gallimore
Electrical Contractors,LLC

Residential
Agricultural
Chris Tucker
270-293-4406

hulesulaUCerenial/leslissdal
lames C.Gamin'
WWW.GECMURRAY.COM

CLEANING
couple,
non smokers, have one
opening available. With
references. 270-2264422

i'R\1 ISS
AS111-1,11:1'
siripinc
(am el-Dirl-Smid
IsF\\ I N \\

270-293-4256
GARY W DICK
ELECTRIC

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES

HILL SEPTIC
PUMPING
EXCAVATION
& TRUCKING
All Your Septic Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
(270)293-8686

Licensed &
Insured

270-293-3248

(270) 759-0890

GARLAND
RENTALt
'if you've got it, we esti store It"
For all your storage convenience
Choose from our 3 locations:
• Murray Store & Lock - 1611 N. 12th St.
• MBC Storage - 1900 N. 12th St.
Lights, Electricity, and 24/7 Surveillance
• Garland Rental Boat & Mini Storage - Hwy 94E
All sizes available, call today
to reserve your storage unit

270-753-2905

SCOOPEC
and free fr
summer pr

ger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray Ledger & runes

CLEAN CU
LAWN SERVICE
LANDSCAPING
MULCHING
LEAP REMOVAL
FREE ESTIMATES
CALL KEVIN

MITCHELL
BROS
PAIING
•Aspift,
eSeal(mating

4nig

4..censed4stired
40 yrs expenence
(270)759-0501
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PRESCOTT
ROOFING
Over 28 Years
Experience
Zech 270-873-7700
Dad 270-227-1108
ALSdrigierLdEdbasfict

Ws1)

293-4020
•Handyrnan Services
•Yard Woo*
•Pressure Washing
•Home Repairs
Gary 270-227-0420

ON

Ith

MINI
STORAGE
ze th
SL E1111 1

24/7 Surveillance •Electricity
We Now Have 80 Climate Centro/

812 Whiting Soo&
iiii6rUC
e Y
4L
G.
AcKg
Qm

753

AllAspects of
Remodeling

alties

308 S. 12th
Murray
759-2500
tyecare.com

Drywall, Painting,
The. Flooring, Decks
*swipe •Si Discount
hcnve Estimates
diameter OfAngles List

270-438-5959

RID
gAnt
Aolisikow

)78-9946

L.-QSSQ0C6
Aamaseartag

sHome Improvements
•Eleth ef Kitchen

FRAME'S
TREE
SERVICE
& DEBRIS REMOVAL
• ,,ensed & Insured

Ron Frame
(270) 227-3140
(270)474-0323

• Landscape design & maintenance
• Lawn care(mow,trim and leaf removal)
• Cleanup & outdoor projects

4
MI
,
IL

270-293-3406

;N xT

No purchase
necessarV!

HALL'S WASTE
MANAGEMENT

Lis*,

.

2
re(jpes
Per Pers0n,

• weekly & special pickups
owned/operated

• locally

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784

SUDOKU

By Dave Crreen

Concepts Sudoku

9

NAY

dal!

62
9 7 3
7
4
1

6i
2 3i 1
74
2

6

6

6
3
796
52

Sucloicu is a nurnber-placmg puzzle based on a 9x9 grid with
several given numbers The obtect ts to place the numbers 1 to
9 in the ernpty squares SO that each row, each column and each
3x3 box contains the same number only once The difficulty level
of the Conceptts Sudoku increases from Monday to Sunday

5
Answer to previous puzzle

39
758,
1
8

5 9 1 6 4 8 73 2
3 7 8 9 2 5 46 1
4 26 1 7 398 5
9 8,3 4 5 7 1 2 6
2 1,4 8 9 6 5 7 3
7 6 5 3 12 8 49
1 3 2 7 89 6 5 4
6 4 75 31 2 9 8
8 5 9 2 64 3 1 7
•*•
Dill'Icolry I svel •

HIS

1
9/28

Ditiicu ty Level *

Horoscope

by Jacqueline Rigor

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Tuesday, Sept. 29, 2015:
This year you open up and take a closer look at your life. Is there anything you would like to
change or improve? This is the year to free yourself up, as something better is coming down
the path. You are preparing to enter a new love and luck cycle this year. If you are single,
be a skeptic and get to know any new person well before you get too involved. If you are
attached, the two of you will benefit from spending more time together as a couple. These
periods will keep the ties between you warm and loving. TAURUS loves to be around you.

ices Offered
ppliance

epair
erving
Kentucky
ion Hill
1226-0194

4ce on all
or brands
ed & Insured
I A-AFFORD-

Photo by crystal Duvall

SCOOPED:Agents at ReMax of Murray recently received complementary copies of the Ledger & Times
and free frozen custard from Culver's as part of the Murray Ledger &?Times' "We've Got the Scoop'
summer promotion.
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feature on the Church Directory
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The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic; 4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so;

1-Difficult

ARIES(March 21-April 19)
**** Focus on completion. A money matter could arise from out of the blue and force you
to adjust your plans at the last minute. You will be driven to resolve the issue, but you might
not have all the facts. Start making inquiries. Tonight: Be conservative with your spending.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
**** Postpone discussions until midafternoon, when you'll have more of an edge and
your creativity is likely to soar. You could make a decision that you originally had not anticipated. Be flexible, and avoid getting stuck in an uncomfortable situation. Tonight: Ever playful.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
**** You could be in a position where you feel as if you simply can't win. No matter which
way you turn, liabilities appear. Rather than act, decide to hold off and see what comes up.
You could be surprised by what occurs if you do. Tonight: Get some extra R and R.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
.'—_-**** You will take the lead, even if it means taking on more responsibility. Observe others' reactions, and you will see how they feel about this. Be willing to flex and seek out others. Schedule a doctor's appointment. Tonight: Catch up on a friend's news.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
**** Open up to new possibilities that surround a situation you have been fussing over.
Take charge, but be careful how much time you spend resolving the issue. You might be
resistant to do what is really needed here. If this is the case, be honest about it. Tonight: As
you like it.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Keep reaching out to someone at a distance. Be careful with your tone and word
choice. You could be more assertive or irritated than you realize. Know that this attitude will
work against you. Use your high energy to make a big difference. Tonight: Ask for feedback.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
***** Defer to others. You might opt to be a recluse and say little for now. Do what you
do well and stay out of others' gossip. The more distance you keep, the better off you will
be. Your imagination will take you to a new level of productivity. Tonight: Catch some zzz's.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** You will be sorry if you are not careful in your financial dealings with others. It might
seem as though someone is on a tear and is unable to be stopped. You might have to join
this person in order to stop him or her. Tonight: Hang out with friends and family.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** You could be in the position of having to do something differently, but you might not
feel as if you want to take the risk. Don't cut off your nose to spite your face. Be willing to
drop a defensive stance, and the situation will transform. Tonight: Choose a relaxing activity'
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** Someone will want to distract you, so you'll have to decide what to do about this person's intrusion. Some of you might decide to go off and join him or her, while others will opt
to keep their distance. Know the ramifications involved in both choices. Tonight: Where the
party is!
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** You could be sorry that you got into a situation that seems to be pushing you in a
direction you would prefer not to go. You might need to be a bit more stubborn and put your
foot down. Be prepared, as you are likely to receive unexpected reactions. Tonight: Mosey
on home.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** Keep conversations moving, but don't get in the way of someone else's stream of
consciousness. You will want to know what is being shared by another party. Use your imagination in an awkward conversation. Tonight: Munchies at a favorite spot.
BORN TODAY
Basketball player Kevin Durant (1988), novelist Miguel de Cervantes (1547), singer/actor
Gene Autry (1907)
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Looking Back
.fea years ago
Calloway County Democrats
gave more than $1200 in cash and
checks along with several boxes of
canned goods and other items for
Need Line during an informal,chilidog get-together at Murray Central
. Park's Playhouse in the Park pavilion It was a chance for the 150 or
so participants to gather socially
during a non -election year.
Pictured are Lisa Evans with the
Division of Waste Management:
Rita Burton, Calloway County
Solid Waste Coordinator: and
LaJuana S. Virilcher of the
Environmental
and
Public
Protection Cabinet. Burton was
recently honored with a staff recognition certificate based upon
improvements and continued excellence in waste management.
Gerald and Bronda Parker of
Murray celebrated their 50th
anniversary on Sept. 25.
Johnny Bohannon. incoming
president of the Murray Rotary
Club. is shown presenting a plaque
to the outgoing president. Ronald
Churchill.
The Hazel Woman's Club met
Sept. 15 at the Hazel Community
Center with Merryman Kemp. district governor of the First District of
Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs as its guest. Merryman presented the awards won by the Hazel
Club at the KFWC Convention.
Janice
Wilkinson
and Inez
Butterworth served as hostesses.
Twenty years ago
Becky Gore's class at North
Elementary School enjoyed eating
green eggs and listening to the book
"Green Eggs and Ham. Pictured are
Michael James, Timothy Duncan
and Mario Gomez.
Oaks Country Club held its Men's
Club Championship Golf event on
Sept. 16 and 17. Prentice Darnell
won the championship flight;
Bobby Brown the first flight;
Raymond Kendall,the second flight
and David Boyd. third flight.
A group of Calloway County students kneel and pray before the start
of school. The group meets every

morning at 8 a.m to pray together
in a public showing of their religious conviction. Pictured are
Adam McKenzie, Donald Emery,
Bernie Carbaugh, Lori Outland,
Jennifer Alton, Brandon Sharp,
Robin Nowak, Chris Estes and
Jesse Spencer.
Thirty years ago
Mr. and Mrs Sherwood Potts of
celebrate their 50th
Coldwater
wedding anniii<trsary on Oct. 6.
A ribbon ..,ating ceremony was
held recently .it the newly opened
Jerry .Atkins "tic Asaociates business on Iii iw ay 121 Bypass.
Pictured are it'll-) Atkins, owner:
'ik. Bill Adams.
Joe C'rass.
Adams tit
impany Jim
1.,:i
the Chamber ot
Rice.
Comineti..e
conunittee
t% e director of
and Ste% e
ay Couni
Muri.iy
the
Chanilk:r Ci.nitnerce.
Mike (iarland %%J.. the hero of the
Calloway. Cowity High School victory over host Union County as he
kicked a field goal with 33 seconds
left in the game to give the Litters a
16-14 victory.
Murray High School receiver
Mark Miller is pictured giving the
high signs after catching a Mark
West touchdown pass in Friday's
football game at Fulton County.
Forty years ago
On Oct 3."Old Cutchin Stadium"
which is no more, will be rededicated in honor of Carlisle Cutchin to
open the bi-centennial homecoming
program at Murray State University.
The new name for the field will be
"Carlisle Cutchin Recreational
Complex."
Fifty years ago
The opening dinner for the fund
drive for Murray Civic Music
Association was held last night at
the Murray Woman's Clubhouse.
Richard Farrell is chairman.
Sixty years ago
Elected as officers of the
Calloway
County
Teachers
Organiiation were William B.
Miller. Guy Lovins, Charlie
Lissiter and Lorene Falwell. .

Mom back in dating game
should be careful to score
DEAR ABBY: My mom recently separated from her husband.
They're in the process of getting
divorced, and she is already talking to another man. She has known
him since high school, but they
only recently reconnected again.
Last night they finally decided to go out. She says they're
'just friends,'
but she got
home at 5:30
a.m., wasted.
She woke me
30 minutes
before work,
then passed
out in my bed.
I think she's
moving way
too fast. She
isn't a teenager
anymore.
By Abigail
let
alone
Van Buren
divorced. Am
I wrong for being upset with her?
Or should I support her? Help! - EMI a/ ZRASSED IN TEXAS
DEAR EMBARRASSED: I
don't know how old your mother is or how long she has been
married to the man she's divorcing, but if she has been out of
the dating scene for any length
of time, you need to talk calmly with her and not appear judgmental.
I'm concerned because she may
have had unprotected sexual contact with a person she hasn't seen
since high school, and a lot could
have happened in his life since
then. She should not be intimate
with ANYONE unless she knows
his sexual history and that he
can't give her an STD.
Sometimes older adults forget
that the same rules that apply to
younger adults apply to them, too.
So rather than judge your mother, do discuss this with her without letting it degenerate into an
argument. If you approach it this
way, she may listen

Dear Abby

DEAR ABBY: My husband

and I provide day care for our
2-year-old granddaughter. We have
her three days a week and love
spending the time with her. However, when her mother -- our daughter -- comes to pick her up, she
doesn't leave right away. She
"hangs out," eats with us, and
still expects us to change the baby
or fix her dinner. Then, on the
weekends, our daughter will come
over with her husband, and we
are once again on day care duty.
Our daughter seems to think
that when she is at our house,
we are the baby sitters and she
can just plop herself on the couch
and watch TV. How do we tactfully tell her she needs to take
responsibility for her daughter
when they are at our house?
TIRED GRANDPARENTS
DEAR TIRED GRANDPARENTS: How about just saying what
you have to say calmly, in plain
English? That's what you and your
husband should have done the
first time you felt your daughter
was taking advantage of you, which
she is. Do not be confrontational, just firm when you tell her
you're off baby-sitting duty, and
it's her job now.
DEAR ABBY: My second husband likes to touch me often. He
massages my back, rubs my legs
and runs his hands through my
hair. This is new for me. My first
husband never acted this way.
I have been married to
Husband No. 2 for 15 months.
My question is, is this normal? - MANHANDLED
DEAR MANHANDLED: Yes,
it's normal. Many women would
consider you lucky to have a spouse
who is so affectionate. Different
strokes for different folks. Enjoy
it while it lasts.
Dear Abby is written by Abigail Van Buren, also known as
Jeanne Phillips, and was founded by her mother, Pauline
Phillips.

Today In History
In 1787. the Coneress of the da Naval Medical Center in MaryConfederation voted to send the land. following discovery of a
just-completed Constitution of the cancerous lump in her breast.
United States to state legislatures
In 1995. Israeli Prime Ministor their approval.
ter Yitzhak Rabin and PLO chairIn 1850. flogging was abol- man Yasser Arafat signed an accord
ished as a form of punishment in at the White House ending Israel's
the U.S. Navy.
military' occupation of West Bank
In "V967. Walter E. Washingf__cilisIes and laying the ,fouridation
sworn in as the first 7.for- a Palestinian state.
ntayistattmmissioner of the DisTen years ago: House Majoritrict nif Columbia (he'd been ty Leader Tom DeLay was indictappointed by. President Lyndon B. ed by a Texas grand jury on a
Jithnson I.
charge of conspiring to violate
In 1074. first lady Betty Ford
political fundraising laws.
Urtdel us ent a mastectomy. at Bethes-
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Dr. Komaroff

IS THE FRONT
A few years ago? Let me guess: The cooking
BACKWARD?
oil is from deep-frying a turkey? I hope! Let's
Dear Readers: Here is this give cleaning it a try. To make HELOISE'S CONweek IN SOUND OFF,about solar CRETE CLEANER, use baking soda, water and a
lights:
squirt of dish soap that especially tackles oil and
"I love the dollar store solar- grease. Make a thick paste, wet the concrete, cover
powered figures that come in the area and scrub with a stiff brush. Let it sit
the shape fluweq,hula girls, for 30 minutes or so, then rinse. If some stain
.birds. etc..,t Sound Off is that. rematurrepeat the steps, but use dishwasher deterthe solar/
IF
',
' Jim Is
is in the gent rather than baking soda, and rinse off immefront of I
gure, whid? is" diale7y. Do keep kids and pets away. Baking soda
away from the window. If it were is a tnultitasker around the house, garage and
in the back, there would be a lot longer action, yard. To find out the many ways I use it, order
because it would catch the sun's rays at all angles." my pamphlet. Go to my website, www.Heloise.com,
— MC., via email
or send $5 and a long, self-addressed, stamped
Hmm. I understand your point, but my think- (70 cents) envelope to: Heloise/Baking Soda, P.O.
ing is that most folks put these in the yard or a Box 795001, San Antonio, 7X 78279-5001. The
pot plant rather than in a window, so the -front" next time you see an oil spot, sprinkle baking
is facing most likely where the sun can recharge soda on the area right away' to absorb the oil.
the "battery," hut I'm not sure. Readers? — Heloise This works on the kitchen floor, too! — Heloise
FAST FACTS
STUCK-GLASSES HINT
Dear Readers: Other uses for stand-up paperDear Heloise: I read your suggestions for gettowel holders:
ting two glasses apart that are stuck together. I,
* Keep bracelets on it.
too was never very successful. One day, I laid the
* Place yarn on it when knitting or crochet- two down on the top shelf of the dishwasher. I
ing.
ran a load of dishes. When I opened the door,
* Slip binder rings over it and attach page eureka! Works every time for me. — Donna H.,
protectors for recipes. etc.
Bella Vista. Ark.
* Keep large rolls of tape on one.
SPECIAL STAMPS
* Place in a bathroom to hold extra rolls of
Dear Heloise: When I send a letter to my
toilet paper.
grandparents, I enclose a few special-issue stamps.
— Heloise
I pick them up at the post office — they are so
STAINED CONCRETE
pretty! Nana especially likes the flower ones: Papa
Dear Heloise: I have both cooking-oil and auto- likes the music ones. — Annabella C. in Chicaoil spots on concrete from a few years ago. Is go
there anything I can use at this time to remove
them? — Joanne, via email
(02015 by King Features Syndicate Inc.
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Crosswords
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11
12
13
14
15
17
18
22
23
27
29
30
32
33
35
38
39
41
45
46
47
48

Author Cather
Classical language
Zodiac ram
Wear away
Settle, as a debt
Low cards in pinochle
Posted
Used a chair
Mesh perfectly
Chopping tools
Whitening agent
Admit
Pago Pago's setting
Followed as a result
Suit piece
Gladiators' weapons
Sleuth Spade
Neckline shapes
Student of Socrates
Baggy
Parting word
Radio dial
Casting slots
Ranch animal

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
16
18
19
20
21
24
25
26
28
31
34

Simple card game
Anger
Mouth part
Rents
So far
Soup veggies
Onassis nickname
Great weights
Notion
Bird abode
Arrest
Secluded valley
Yoked animals
Docs for dogs
Omits
Prayer end
Expense
Toppers
On edge
Game cube
Shoulder muscles, for short
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CIL/SI-IMO-17
I THINK WE RAVE AN
OPPORTUNITY TO TRIM
SOME FLUFF HERE-

nerve fibers begin to die and
vision starts to fade. The pressure also can slow the flow of
blood through tiny blood vessels
that feed the retina and optic
nerve. This can cause further vision
loss.
Open-angle glaucoma is the
most common form of glaucoma.
In it, the angle through which
fluid drains from the eye remains
open. but the aqueous humor drains
out too slowly. This leads to fluid
backup and rising pressure.
There is no way to prevent glaucoma, and early glaucoma typically causes no noticeable symptoms. But comprehensive eye
exams can catch glaucoma early.
This provides an opportunity to
begin treatment before it causes
irreversible vision loss that can
lead to blindness.
Anyone at high risk for glaucoma -- as you are because of
your family history -- should have
regular eye exams. That means
every one to three years between
the ages of 40 and 54; every one
to two years between the ages
of 55 and 64; and every six to
12 months from age 65 onward.
Drugs to lower pressure in the
eye are the main treatment. If
medication is not effective, your
eye doctor may recommend laser
treatment or eye surgery to
improve the eye's natural drainage
or to create a new route for fluid
to drain.
Once you have glaucoma, your
best bet for preventing vision loss
is taking medications as directed. Even if a person's eye pressure is still in the normal range,
further lowering it can prevent
optic nerve damage from getting
worse.
(Dr. Komaroff is a physician
and professor at Harvard Medical School. To send questions,
go to AskDoctorK.com, or write:
Ask Doctor K, 10 Shattuck St.,
Second Floor.Boston,MA 02115.)

DEAR DOCTOR K: My
mother has open-angle glaucoma.
This increases my risk for glaucoma. Can I do anything to reduce
that risk'?
DEAR READER: You're right
to think that your risk is increased.
Because your mother has the condition, your chance of getting it
is at least
double that of
most people
know.
you
That doesn't
mean
you
definitely
will get glaucoma; it just
means
you
inherit a risk,
and therefore
need to be
By
particularly
Dr. Anthony
careful.
Komaroff
Glaucoma
refers to a
group of eye diseases that cause
vision loss by damaging the optic
nerve. The optic nerve relays visual information from the eye to
the brain. In order to see. we
need all three: the eye, the optic
nerve and the brain. (Of course,
it's a little more complicated than
that.)
Normally, a liquid called aqueous humor fills the front part of
the eye. From there, the liquid
passes through a sieve-like system of tissues and drains out of
the eye to be absorbed into surrounding blood vessels. As more
aqueous humor is produced,excess
fluid is eliminated. This keeps a
healthy balance of pressure in the
eye. (I've put an illustration of
this process on my website,
AskDoctorK.com.)
In glaucoma, the drainage system breaks down, slowing or
blocking fluid flowing out of the
eye. The fluid backs up in the
eye and internal pressure rises.
This, in turn, stresses the optic
nerve. If the pressure continues,

Hints From Heloise

By the Associated Press
Today is Monday. September
28. the 271st day of 2015. There
are 94 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On September 28, 1928. Scottish medical researcher Alexander
Fleming discovered penicillin, the
first effective antibiotic.
On this date:
• - In 1066:William the Conqueror
invaded England to claim the English throne.
In 1542. Portuguese navigator
Juan Rodriguez Cabrillo arrived
at present-day San Diego
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MLB

Murray High soccer teams eliminated at All-A
FRANKFORT — No. 15-ranked
Murray High reached the semifinals of the
All-A State Tournament before being eliminated 2-1 (penalty kicks) by Lexington
Christian on Saturday.
The Lady Tigers battled back from a 10 deficit early in the second half to be the
match on an unassisted goal from Parker
Greer in the 55th minute. The contest
remained tied until penalty kicks were used
to break the deadlock.
All five rounds of penalty kicks were
needed before the Lady Eagles emerged
with a 4-3 decision.
Lexington Christian scored on four of
its five penal)y kicks with Murray. High

goalkeeper Meredith Punkin) making a
save in the second round.
The Lady Tigers received penalty kick
goals from Alex Pologruto, Olivia
Butterworth and Lydia Grogan. Lily.
Ramey's shot attempt in the third round hit
the right post and bounced away. Brittany
Lawson's shot attempt was saved in the
fifth round.
"This was a good experience because
we saw top competition from teams around
the state. It made us play hard," MHS
coach Shama Traylor said.
Murray High scored three second-half
goals to defeat Louisville Collegiate 4-2 in
the state tournament quarterfinals early
Saturday.
Trailing 2-0 in the first half. Grogan's

goal trimmed the Lady Tigers' deficit to
one through 40 minutes.
Murray High pulled off a three-goal
rally in the final 15 minutes, when
Polognito had two goals and Grogan added
her second goal of the match. Lawson and
Greer picked up second-half assists.

Calloway County 4,
McCracken County 2
PADUCAH — N1addie Balmer scored
two goals while Eli7.theth McClain and
Reagan Pittenger each added a goal as the
Lady Lakers defeated McCracken County
on Thursday.
CCHS improved to 7-6-0 overall as
Brittany Robertson became the winning
goalkeeper.

BOYS SOCCER
Calloway County 3,
Trigg County 1
Christian Adams scored two goals and
Brian Wilhlem added another as Calloway
County knocked off Trigg County on
Saturday.
Ti stain had an assist as the Lakers
proved to 11-3-0 overall.
Goalkeeper Aaron Dawson preserved
the win for CCHS.

M-A State Tournament
FRANKFORT — Murray High found

II See Page 10

NCAA FOOTBALL:TENNESSEE TECH 31, MURRAY STATE 23

Golden Eagles escape MN
Penalty on punt attempt seals Racers'fate in first OVC defeat
BY JEFF ARENZ
Sports Editor
The Murray State football
team thought it was going to
have one last chance to rally
against Tennessee Tech on
Saturday at Roy Stewart
Stadium.
But the Golden Eagles used
a strange shift in momentum to
preserve a 31-29 Ohio Valle}
Conference victory against the
Racers by extinguishing the
final 90 seconds.
Near midfield, the MSU
defense forced Tennessee Tech
to punt on fourth-and-16 at its
own 47 to set up the Racers
with their final possession.
And then it happened.
Murray State head coach
Mitch Stewart decided to roll
the dice, aggressively calling
for a block of Golden Eagles
punter Jonathan King's attempt.
However, Kendarian Jennings
became too aggressive on the
play and was flagged with a ISyard penalty for roughing the
kicker.
Awarded a first down at the
Racers' 38, Tennessee Tech
promptly ran out the clock as
MSU was out of timeouts.
After the game. Stewart said
he ordered the punt block.
"That was a dumb call on my
part. I put KJ in a situation
where it was going to be hard
for him to be successful,"
Stewart said. "The way that
punter kicks the ball, I didn't
think we would have very much
time to move the ball 95 yards
down the field because he had a
great chance to pin us back
deep."
Murray State was fortunate
to be in a position where a late
rally could have generated a
victory. The Racers lost four
fumbles, failed to convert an
extra point, missed one field
goal attempt and had another
one blocked. Still, MSU trailed
31-29 with 90 seconds remaining.
"We have a tremendous

TAB BROCKMAN / MSU Sports Information
Murray State head coach Mitch Stewart (center) asks for an explanation of a roughing the kicker penalty late in the fourth
quarter of an Ohio Valley Conference game against Tennessee Tech on Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium. The penalty gave
the Golden Eagles a first down and allowed TTU a chance to run out the clock.
amount of stuff to clean up. Any
time you turn the ball over and
have that many penalties in this
league four times, it's going to
very hard to win," Stewart said.
"As bad as we played ... and we
played about as bad as we could
have ... there was a lot of bad
on that football field and we
still had a chance to win in the
end."
MSU outgained the Golden
Eagles 551-380 in total yards as
quarterback KD Humphries
completed 43 of 57 passes for a
career-high 491 yards and three
touchdowns. Humphries also

ran for a 2-yard TD with 1:51
remaining to trim the Racers'
deficit to 31-29, but a 2-point
conversion run by Jeremy
Harness failed.
"We have to keep our heads
up. We can't get down from our
first loss in the conference
because we still have the rest of
the conference games to go,"
Humphries said. "If we would
have gotten the ball back with
1:30 to go, who knows what
would have happened. We
could have gone down and
scored (a touchdown) or we
could have had a chance at a

field goal and win the ballgame.
All three of Humphries' TD
To end a game on a penalty passes went to Janawaski
makes this one a very bitter Davis. The Racers forced a 7-all
loss."
tie with 9 seconds left in the
Murray State never led at first quarter, when Humphries
any point and played from tossed a 9-yard scoring strike to
behind for much of the game.
Davis.
The contest was a 7-all tie
brought
Davis
Jared
after one quarter and a 14-all Tennessee Tech back as 12 minknot at halftime.
utes remained before halftime,
Tennessee Tech quarterback when his 30-yard touchdown
Jared Davis was involved in toss found Jordan Smith for a
three of the four Golden Eagles' 14-7 advantage.
touchdowns. His 8-yard run
But Murray State had the
about 2 1/2 minutes into the final answer in the first half,
game helped TRI build a 7-0
lead.
•See Page 10

Rosenthal,
Cardinals
not worried
about blown
save
The Associated Press
ST. LOUIS — Trevor
Rosenthal is not about to panic.
Neither are his St. Louis
Cardinals teammates.
Rosenthal gave up a ninthinning grand slam and had his
first blown save in over 10
weeks as the Cardinals lost 8-4
to the Milwaukee Brewers on
Sunday afternoon.
Milwaukee scored seven
times in the ninth to erase a 3-1
deficit.
The Cardinals' NL Central
lead is three games over
Pittsburgh. The Cardinals' magic
number for clinching the crown
was cut to four after the Pirates
lost in Chicago later Sunday.
St. Louis has lost two of three
heading into a three-game showdown in Pittsburgh starting
Monday.
Rosenthal had recorded 47
saves in 49 opportunities.
"You never want to let your
teammates down, but I gave it
all I've got and it's just one
game," Rosenthal said. "You've
just got to go out there, refocus,
and get them tomorrow."
Rosenthal has been near perfect since a blown save on July
12, the day before the All-Star
break. He gave up a homer to
Kiwis Davis in the ninth on
Friday and struggled again
Sunday.
"He's been terrific," St. Louis
manager Mike Matheny said.
"This was one of those things
that we haven't seen too often.
He's been very, very good and
he'll continue to be good."
Milwaukee rookie Jason
Rogers hit a grand slam off
Rosenthal (2-4) in the ninth. All
four batters Rosenthal faced
reached base and scored.
"I can't explain how it happened, but it did," Rosenthal
said. "Just one of those days. I
tried to get into a groove and just
couldn't quite get there."
Rosenthal says his arm feels
good despite a pair of subpar
outings.
"Everything's the same," he
said. "I just fell behind and they
did a good job.
The Cardinals held a 6 /
1
2game lead in the NL Central on
Sept. 5. They finished the home
portion of their schedule with a
55-26 mark.
"It's a tough way to lose,"
Matheny said. "We had high
hopes of finishing the regular
season here at home on a good
note."
Davis homered twice and
drove in four runs for the
Brewers.
"This was a great comefrom-behind win," Davis said.
"We were all having fun out
there. It was just a great feeling."

NCAA SPORTS ROUNDUP

Saint Louis shuts down Murray State offense in home loss
Staff Reports
10

7

'4

25

26

44

Murray State's women soccer team
dropped its final non-conference match
of the season Sunday, losing 2-0 to
Saint Louis at Cutchin Field.
The Racers had many missed opportunities, but none bigger than a missed
penalty kick in the 20th minute by
Taylor Richerson. Danielle Tolmais
took Richerson down in the box,resulting in a yellow card for Tolmais and a
scoring opportunity for the Racers.
Richerson attempted the penalty kick,
the second in her career, but couldn't
get it past Billikens' goalkeeper Hanna
Benben.
Saint Louis scored shortly after, in
the 28th minute, when Murray State
goalkeeper Alex Steigerwald came out
toward the ball, made a diving attempt
at a save, but Kirsten Clemens was able
to get it past the freshman for her fourth
goal of the season.

In the 58th minute, Saint Louis took
a corner kick and, as the Racers tried to
clear the ball, it rebounded to Shaney
Sakamoto, who took a kick and found
the head of Tolmais to put the Billikens
ahead 2-0 and sealing the win in the
process.
Richerson led the Murray State in
shots attempted with three, while
Harriet Withers and Marissa Burroughs
followed closely' behind with two.
Burroughs made her second career start
for the Racers, while Bailey Lankster
and Steigerwald made their debut as
starters for MSU.
Steigerwald had eleven saves in her
first start and allowed two goals.
The Racers return to Cutchin Field
to face Ohio Valley opponents UT
Martin at 3 p.m. Friday and Southeast
Missouri at 2 p.m. Sunday. Both matches will be streamed courtesy of the
OVC Digital Network.

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S RIFLE
Murray State 4,675,
UT Martin 4,508

MacKenzie Martin and Ryan Limpus
each shot a 580 in smallbore and were
followed by Ben Estes with a 577.
Roe shot a 590 air rifle to finish the
The Murray State rifle team began day with a team-high aggregate of
its 2015-16 season with a convincing 1177. Estes and freshman Alathea
4676-4508 win over UT Martin, Sellars turned in a 586 and a 582,
Sunday at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range respectively, in air rifle, while Martin
in Murray. The Racers began the day rounded out the squaded shooters with
with a 2327-2233 win in smallbore,fol- a 578.
Up next for the Racers is the 2015
lowed by a 2349-2275 win in air rifle.
"It was a nice first match. We need- Ole Miss Invitational in Oxford,
ed to get the first one out of the way," Mississippi on Oct. 2."We are looking
said head coach Alan Lollar. "I thought forward to next week at Ole Miss," coneveryone did some good things with tinued Lollar. "It is a first class match
Ivan and Tessa being solid across the that attracts some of the best teams in
board. Ryan and Kenzie had nice days the country, we always look forward to
in smallbore, while Ben, Kait and competing against the best."
Alathea were solid in air."
WOMEN'S GOLF
Ivan Roe posted a career-best 587
Chris Banister
smallbore score to finish as the top
shooter in that event, while Tessa
Golf Classic
Howald shot a match-high 591 in air
GLENCOE. Ala. — The Murray
rifle. Howald, along with freshman

State women's golf team began play
with a spot in second place Sunday at
the Chris Banister Golf Classic at Silver
Lakes Golf Club.
The Racers fired a 308 in the opening round of the 54-hole event and
shared second place with Alabama
State. Host Jacksonville State was the
leader with a 307. Morehead State
(312) was in fourth place, while fifth
place was shared by Troy and Southern
Mississippi each at 314.
Murray State's Sydney Trimble and
Mon Felice had a share of the lead for
medalist after both shot 73. Abbie
Stamper had a spot in 27th place after a
79. Sophie Hillier was in 43rd place
after an 83, while Anna Moore was in
59th place with an 85.
Jane Watts is playing for the Racers
as an individual and was in 40th place
with an 82.

•See Page 10
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Haverstock Insurance Agency
Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S 12th St • Murray. KY • 753-3415
V30

Haverstock

State Auto
insurance.

Today
_Games
PICAA PAWS GOLF
Murray State at Southern IllinoisEdwardsville Derek Doionc Invitational, at
Edwardsville. III 9 am
PICAA WOMEICS GOLF
Murray State at Jacksonville State Chris
Banister Classic Glencoe, Ala.,9 am
PP GIRLS GOLF
Calloway County, Murray High at 10ISAA
Regional Tournament, at Uts Country Club,
Yam
Tuesday's Games
PICAA
GOLF
Murray State at Southern I IiinoisE Jwardsville Derek Dolenc Invitational, at
Elwardsville. Ill., 9 a m

PREP BOYS GOLF
Galloway County Murray High at KHSAA
Regional Tournament. at Calved City Country
PREP BOYS SOCCER
Hooka/levies Unneersdy Heights at Galloway
County, 7 15 p.m
Graves County at MurtalaZd 30 p m
PREP GU
IR
iit5 30 pm
Graves CountY at Mua,s
VO
Mayfield Graves County at Calloway County,
7pm
Murray High at Marshall County, 7p m

SPORTS ON TV
Today's Games

Mu
0 p.m.
ESPN2 St Louis at Pittsburgh
NR.
7:15 p.m.
ESPN Kansas Cit c
t&een Bay
2:56 p.m,
NBCSN Premier League Everton at West
Brom

BASEBALL
MLB
AAERICAPI LEAGUE
Sundays Results
N V Yankees 6 Chicago White Sox 1
Toronto 5, Tampa Bay 4

NFL

Minnesota 7, Detroit
Boston 2 Baltimore 0
Kansas City 3, Cleveland 0
Houston 4, Texas 2
LA Angels 3, Seattle 2
San Francisco 5 Oakland 4
NATION/IL LEAGUE
Sunday's Results
Miami 9 Atlanta 5
Cincinnati
1
N Y Mets 8
Philadelphia 12, Washington 5
Milwaukee B. St Louts 4
San Francisco 5. Oakland 4
Arizona 4. San Diego 2
Colorado 12 LA Dodgers 5
Chicago Cubs 4. Pittsburgh 0

NCAA FOOTBALL

Roethlisberger carted off field Kentucky upsets Missouri
in second half with knee injury
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Ben
Roethlisberger was carted off the
field with a knee injury in the
second half and Pittsburgh's
defense came through.
Le'Veon Bell scored from a
yard out in the first half in his
first game back after a suspension, but the Steelers' focus will
be on the status of their star quarterback. Roethlisberger's leg got
caught underneath him on a diving,sliding sack by Mark Barron.
There was no immediate word
on the extent of Roethlisberger's
injury.
Will Allen's interception with
1:56 left set up a field goal by
Josh Scobee to put Pittsburgh (21) ahead by six points.

Colts 35, Titans 33

Seahawks 26, Bears 0

NASHVILLE, Tenn. Andrew Luck threw two touchdown passes 56 seconds apart in
the fourth quarter as he rallied
Indianapolis.
Luck improved to 7-0 against
Tennessee with another stunning
comeback. The Colts (1-2)
trailed 27-14 before Luck got
going. He drove the Colts 98
yards before hitting Phillip
Dorsett on a 35-yard TD with
6:49 left.
Dwight Lowery intercepted
two passes by rookie Marcus
Mariota,one for a 69-yard TD.
The Titans (1-2) have lost 13
of 14 against their AFC South
rival.

SEATTLE - Tyler Lockett
returned the second-half kickoff
105 yards for a touchdown,
Russell Wilson connected with
Jimmy Graham on a 30-yard TD,
and the Seahawks routed the
undermanned Bears.
Seattle led just 6-0 at halftime
after an offensive performance
that led to a racr_shrip of boos.
Lockett started a huge second
half as he went untouched on a
perfectly executed return, the
longest in franchise history. Later
in the quarter, Wilson found
Graham across the middle for his
second touchdown catch this season.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)Patrick Towles threw two
touchdown passes and ran for
another score to lead Kentucky
past No. 25 Missouri, ending
the Wildcats 18-game losing
streak against ranked teams.
The Wildcats (3-1, 2-1
Southeastern Conference) beat
a ranked team for the first since
topping then-No. 18 South
Carolina 31-28 in Lexington
five years ago.
Towles threw TD passes of
24 yards to tight end C.J.
Conrad in the third quarter and
the 5-yard clincher to Dorian
Baker with 6:20 remaining.
Towles was 22 of 27 for 249
yards and ran for 21 yards,
including a 14-yard scoring run
in the second quarter. He
helped the Wildcats gain 369
yards against the nation's
fourth-ranked defense.
The Tigers (3-1, 0-1) had
won a school-record straight
games on the mad.

WKU 56, Miami (ON) 14

Garrett
Senior kicker
Schwettman broke the Western
Kentucky's career scoring
record on his third extra point
of the day.The kick marked the
299th point of his career, passing a record of 298 set in 2007
by former WKU kicker Chris
James.
Schwettman converted all
eight of his extra point attempts
Saturday and now has tallied
304 points in his career

Florida 28, Tennessee 27
GAINESVILLE, Fla.Florida's latest victory against
Tennessee was arguably the
most improbable in series history.
It was so surprising that
even the Gators celebrated it
three times.
Antonio
Freshman
Callaway's 63-yard touchdown
reception with 1:26 remaining
gave the Gators an 11th consec-

against
win
the
utive
Southeastern Conferense rival
Volunteers, 28-27 on Saturday.
Callaway ran a deep curl on
a fourth-and-14 play, caught
the pass from Will Grier,turned
outside and beat three defenders to the end zone. Fellow
receiver Brandon Powell threw
a key block down the field that
allowed Callaway to score.

Louisville 45,Samford 3
LOUISVILLE, Ky. Freshman Lamar Jackson has
wrestled away the Louisville
quarterback job again, and this
time it looks to be for good.
Jackson finished with 184
yards rushing, a school-record
for a quarterback,in a 45-3 rout
of Samford on Saturday night.
He threw one touchdown pass
and ran for two more scores in
a performance Louisville coach
Bobby Petrino said would end
the Cardinals shuffling rotation
of signal callers.

•Prep Roundup
From Page 9
itself in the semifinals of the AllA State Tournament, but was
ousted 1-0 (penalty kicks) by
Sayre on Saturda.
The Tigers advanced with a 10 win over Louisville Holy Cross
earlier Saturday.
No other information was
available before press time.

TAB BROCKMAN MSU Sports Information
Murray State's Jeremy Harness leaps for the pylon during a 2-point conversion attempt against
Tennessee Tech on Saturday at Roy Stewart Stadium. Harness was stopped short on the play.
The Golden Eagles defeated the Racers 31-29.

II Racers...
defensive line, Daniel led the
Racers with nine tackles, six of
when Humphries launched a 54- which were for loss, including 2
yard bomb to Janawski Davis on 1/2 sacks and one QB hurry.
"What we have done in practhird-and-8 from the Racers'46.
The Golden Eagles took a 28- tice is starting to pay off. Some
14 lead about midway through of the teams let us play 1-on-1
the third quarter. Jared Davis(26 and I think that's going to be
of 40, 261 yards) completed an good for onr defensive line
8-yard TD strike,again to Smith, going forward," Daniel said. "I
before Willie Davis rumbled think we could have made some
into the end zone on second- more plays (against Tennessee
Tech)."
and-goal from the 1.
DeQuinten Spraggins(eight),
The last half of the third quarbelonged
to
MSU. Toby Oinli (eight) and Jonathan
ter
Humphries hit Janawski Davis Jackson (seven) were also
with a 23-yard touchdown pass among MSU's leaders in tackles.
Murray State (1-3, 0-1)
at the 6:27 mark before Carson
Greifenkamp drilled a 34-yard returns to action against
field goal with 5 seconds to go in Southeast Missouri (1-3,0-0) at
6 p.m. Saturday in Cape
the quarter.
TIT (2-3, 1-0) went ahead Girardeau, Mo.
31-23 on John Arnold's 31-yard
TENNESSEE TECH 31,
field goal with 4:51 remaihing
STATE 29
before Humphries ran for his TennesseeMURRAY
Tedi
7 7 14 3 -31
7 7 9 6 -29
touchdown with less than 2 min- Murray St.
SCORING SUMMARY
utes left.
Rat Quarter
TTU Jared Davis 8 run (John Arnold kick),
Auburn transfer and defen1225.
sive end Elijah Daniel shined in
Mal! Janawski Davis 9 pass from KD
Greifenkamp kick), 0:09.
his first OVC game. With an Humphhes (Carson
Second Quarter
explosive effort from MSU's
TTU: Jordan Smith 30 pass from Jared Davis
From Page 9

(John Arnold kick), 12.00_
MSU. Janawski Davis 54 pass from I(D
Humphries (Carson Greifehkamp kick), 804.
Third Quarter
TTU: Jordan Smith 8 pass from Jared Davis
(John Arnold kick), 11.37.
TTU: Willie Davis 1 run (John Arnold kick),
7:43.
MSU: Janawski Davis 23 pass from KD
Humphries (kick failed), 6:27.
MSU: Carson Greifenkamp 34 field goal,
0:05.
Fa* Quarter
TTU: John Arnold 31 field goat, 4:50.
MSU: KD Humphries 2 run (run failed), 1:51
TEAM STATISTICS
IASU
TTU
First downs
22
28
Total Yards
380
551
37-116
Rushes-Yards
28-60
264
491
Passing Yards
Comp-Ad-Int
26-40-1
43-57-0
Return Yards
8
73
Punts-Avg,
8-45.3
5-35.6
4-4
Fumbles-Lost
1-1
Penalties-Yards
7-68
8-63
27:02
Time of Possession
32:58
INDIVIDUAL STATISTICS
RUSHING. Tennessee Tech (Jared Davis 1563, Ladarius Vanlier 13-36, Willie Davis 3-21.
Dorian Carter 1-1, Radir Annoor 2-1, Team 3(minus 6)). Murray State (Nick Taylor 7-51,
Roman Clay 7-16, KD Humphries 13-12, Paul
Rice 1-(minus 19)).
PASSING: Tennessee Tech (Jared Davis 2640-1-264, Murray State (KD Humphries 4357-0-491 .
RECEIVING: Tennessee Tech (Brock McCoin
14-108, Jordan Smith 5-78, Krys Cates 4-43,
Steve Wilson 2-28, Ladarius Vanlier 1-7);
Murray State (Jeremy Harness 11-115, Paul
Rice 8-86, Janawski Davis 7-140, Roman Clay
7-43. Jesse Blackburn 5-33, Dominique
Rhymes 2-50, Mitch Studs 2-16, Nick Taylor 18).
MISSED FIELD GOALS: Tennessee Tech
(none); Murray State (Carson Greifenkamp 40)

•NCAA Roundup...
also led MSU with two total
blocks. Both teams had four
VOLLEYBALL
blocks
overall in the match.
was
in
South Alabama (316)
Murray State 3,
Kristen Besselsen added 12 kills
seventh place, with Alabamain the win and Taylor Olden
Southeast Missouri 0
Birmingham (317), Samford
chipped in five more.
(317) and Lipscomb (322) makMARTIN, Tenn. - The
Sam Bedard was just a dig
ing up the top 10. West Alabama Murray State volleyball team
shy
of another double-double
(343)
State
Tennessee
(324)and
closed its opening Ohio Valley for her this season,as she tallied
rounded out the field.
Conference weekend with its
Silver Lakes is part of the second 3-0 sweep in as many 29 assists and nine digs. Bedard
was also one of five Racers to
famed Robert Trent Jones Golf matches.
record
a service ace in the win.
The 74 competitors at the
The Racers improved to 12-1
event will play the Mindbreaker overall and 2-0 in league play Ellie Lorenz led MSU with 12
Course and the Heartbreaker Saturday with a road victory digs.
As a team, the Racers outhit
Course. Both courses play a bit over UT Martin 25-13, 25-20,
the Skyhawks .252 to .175 and
more than 6,100 yards.
2.5-22.
also had a sideout percentage of
The Racers were scheduled
The match lasted a little mote 70 percent while UT Martin (5to play Round 2 this morning. than an hour.
14, 1-1,0VC) was at 52 percent.
They began with the first of five
Scottie Ingram led the Racers
MSU has one match next
groups at 9:02 a.m. with with 14 kills and also recorded
weekend,
when it travels to face
Jacksonville State and Alabama 10 digs, giving Ingram her sixth
at 2 p.m.
Eastern
Kentucky
partners.
playing
State as their
double-double of the year. She Saturday.
Their last tee time was set for
From Page 9

9 32 0 in

The Lady Lakers' individual
statistics were not available
before press time

BOYS CROSS COUNTRY
Marshall Co. Invitational

DRAFFENVILLE
Calloway County's Cameron
Cooper placed eighth in the individual standings in 17 minutes,7
seconds to lead area runners at
the Marshall County Invitational
VOLLEYBALL
•
on Saturday.
Quad State Tournament
The Lakers also competed
Logan Eastwood (54th,
with
PADUCAH - Calloway
County went 1-2 in three match- 19:06), Jose ‘'illeda (122nd,
es at the Quad State Tournament 21:07) and Jorge Nunez (188th,
at McCracken County on Friday 24:12).
Charlie Gannon(82nd,20:07)
and Saturday.
The Lady Ulcers (6-10 over- and Cody Rogers (92nd, 20:22)
all) defeated Graves County 16- participated for the Murray High
25, 25-20, 15-12 in their first Tigers.
Madisonville-North Hopkins
tournament match Friday.
Cape Girardeau, Mo.,
edged
South
Warren
and
swept Notre Dame 63-87 for the team
both
Southwestern
Calloway County in a pair of championship.
Webster County's Mitchael
matches Saturday. South Warren
defeated the Lady Ulcers 25-11, Shelton was the individual cham25-17 before Southwestern pion in 16:25.
topped CCHS 25-20,25-18.

Park
inte
can(
nex

GIRLS CROSS COUNTRY
Marshall Co. Invitational
DRAFFENVILLE
Calloway County's Kelly Norton
finished 13th in the individual
standings in 21:25 to lead area
numers at the Marshall County
Invitational on Saturday.
The Lady Lakers also competed with Lauren Eastwood (57th,
23:37), Audrey Jeziotski (77th,
24:27), Sarai McCallon (93rd,.
25:22),Katie Allen (99th,25:38),
Cheslee Wilson (124th, 27:46),
Madison Tipton (144th, 30:00)
and Kati Wyant(157,32:06)'.
Calloway County(265 points)
ended up 13th among 14 teams in
the field. Jackson, Mo., held off
Cape Girardeau, Mo., Notre
Dame 23-63 to win the team
championship.
Jackson's Chelsea Drum was
the individual champion in 18:42.
Claire Wilson (84th, 2451),
Neely Gibson (136th,29:15) and
Sunny Rogers(156th,31:59)participated for the Munay High
Lady Tigers.
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GET UP TO A

SI
COOPER TIRES
VISA PREPAID
CARD

Some call it Autumn Some call It Fall But there's one thing
everyone can agree on - it's a great toe to get a great deal
on a new set of Cooper tires.
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Chart
Call today

AUG 28-- OCT 31. 2015
A/T. SHX.Sit Pro. IVP
CS5.Cooper 2/ion RS3-A Cooper leon RS3 S
HiT Plus' H13
CS3
COOPERTIRE COM

WHEN YOU BUT A NEW Sti UT 4 QUALIFYING TIRES
'GO TO COOPERTIRECOM TO SUBMIT ONLINE OR TO DOVALOM) N4 OFFICAL MAIL-IN FORM AND FOR OFFICIAL TERMS & CONDITYONS. FORM AND TERMS 8
cONDMONS ALSO AMIABLE AT POesiT OF PURCHASE PAOAENT OF RIVARD BASED ON PURCHASES N THE U.S. AM PUERTO RICO Wel BE MADE THROJGH
A
PER TIRES ASA,PREPAID CARD CARDS ARE SSLIED BY MBANK NA PURSUANT TO A LCENSE FROM VISA USA.INC AND MANAGED BY an PREPAID
SERVCES VIM PREPAID GARDE cx/ItiCT BE REDEEMED FOR CAD4 MID C.ANNOT BE UEED FOR CASH vornelUvALS. VISA PREPAID C.ARDS CAN BE USED
EVERYWIDRE VISA CENT CARDS ARL ACCEPTED. OFFER Slit EFFECT FOR TIRES PURCHASED FROM AUGUST 293, 2015 THROLJGH OCTOBER 31,3015. OFFER BASED
ON 11.111LABIUTY Cf EUGIBLE NEW TINES Kt TSIE OF PURCHASE ELIGIBLE TINES ARE THE =PER c53 TOURING, COOPS DISCOVERER HT,coOPER DISCOVERER
Hir PuJS, COOPER DISCOVERER 1173, COOPER CSS TOURING, CO3PER RON RSIA, PER ZECN R53-S, COOPER DOCCNERER srr PRO. COOPER CISCOVERER
/Thit, COOPER DISCOVERER SPX COOPER DISCOVERER NT3. CCCPER KNENTURER NT-, COOPER DtSCOVERER LSx-,COOPER OWNERS Ls( PtitS-, COOPER
DISCOVERER ATP**, COOPER DISCOVERER HTP-,coOPER WAVERER Kr'MD COOPER 31.5 TOURING-. REVIIRD /M)UNT DEPENDS ON WAIVING TIRES
PURCHASED.'VIOLABLE AT SELECT RETAILERS

CASTLEMAN TIRE
& REPAIR,INC.
1880 State Rt. 121 S., Mayfield • 270-247-5866
Monday - Friday • 7 a.m. - 5 p.m.
www.castlemantire.com
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